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INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER-AIDED
RELIABILITY DATA ANALYSIS

By Charles R. Toye
Electronics Research Laboratory

SUMMARY

This report is directed toward the areas of component quality
control and reliability data analysis The reader should have a

sufficient knowledge of component evaluation to be familiar with

the concepts of screening, life, burn-in, and environmental test-

ing. The subject of Computer-Aided Reliability Data Analysis is

presented through an illustration of the computer program library
CARDA which is a mnemonic for the subject matter.

CARDA is specifically designed to fulfill the data collection,
reduction, documentation, analysis, and presentation requirements
found in high-reliability component specifications The computer
library is composed of numerous statistical routines prepared
with quality control and reliability functions clearly in mind.
It is actually a synthesis of much of the work that has been

generated in the field of data analysis during the past several
years Although CARDA was originally developed at NASA/ERC
Cambridge, Mass to be used for the analysis of semiconductor
test data in conformance to MIL-S-19500 as indicated in this
report, it can also be applied to many other components

CARDA is written for third-generation electronic data

processing equipment using advanced Fortran techniques. It has

its own language consisting of 21 statements and several syntax
rules which when properly mastered, allow the user to apply it

to a great variety of data analysis situations In the majority
of cases where data is recorded in either the decimal or scien-
tific notation, the reader need not have any previous computer
programming experience to understand how to use CARDA. However,
CARDA is flexible enough to permit the user to insert his own
data recording schemes in which case, the user would be expected
to have the capability of programming his special requirements.

Section I lists the various types of data analysis CARDA
can perform; the areas in quality control and reliability where

they most frequently appear, and its main features Section II

outlines the important aspects of a test report and presents an

illustration from CARDA. Section III discusses such topics as

classification of tests data processing procedures and data
formating. Section IV gives a step-by-step procedure on how to
arrange input data for use with CARDA. Section V describes how
CARDA can be manipulated and gives further explanation of some of

the topics discussed in Section IV.



I INTRODUCTION

Computer-Aided Reliability Data Analysis relates to the use
of electronic data processing equipment and procedures as an aid
in the analysis of reliability data. It is a young and growing
subject similar to Computer-Aided Circuit Design which produced
such procedures as NET-1, ECAP CIRCUS and NASAP. At this
stage of development, it is too early to prescribe fixed and
governing rules as new generations of equipment and software are
still being developed. The best that can be done at the present
time is to present current examples of existing procedures
realizing that they could become obsolete within a very short
period.

CARDA is given as one example, and the reader should examine
it from this point of view.

The majority of reliability data that is collected in the
aerospace industry relates to components This is because many
missions or systems functions are one-time affairs which result
in a heavy emphasis placed on the use of highly qualified compo-
nents Consequently, qualification testing is well entrenched
in the industry as being an important aspect of reliability.

The primary source of obtaining reliability information con-
cerning components has been through the component manufacturer.
High-reliability component specifications have required that
the manufacturer provide the necessary quality and reliability
assurance relating to his products In the course of space
programs numerous part-improvement programs have generated a
fantastic amount of part-reliability data. The efficient utili-
zation of such data has been hindered by the lack of automated-
data collection and reduction facilities At the beginning of
the Minuteman parts improvement program, there were virtually
no automatic data recording facilities in the electronic-component
industry, and certainly none in the semiconductor field adequate
enough to fulfill the intent of the program. The voluminous
amount of reliability data required by high-reliability specifi-
cations has been overwhelming Consequently, the most exotic
reliability data analysis has only required histogram plots, |
simple averages, and standard deviations to be calculated. |

From an economic standpoint, the present state-of-the-art j
pertaining to semiconductor quality and reliability testing
requires the use of automated data-logging techniques The |
hand-recording of data is becoming obsolete ’|i

Table 1 shows an estimated growth in the semiconductor |
industry of automated data-logging with respect to QC and j
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reliability-type test equipment. Some manufacturers of integrated-
circuit test equipment are currently providing data-logging
facilities on 100 percent of the equipment they are building.

In the development of data reduction and analysis procedures ,
the challenge to quality control and reliability engineering is
to take advantage of the opportunities made available through
the use of automated data-logging and electronic data processing.
CARDA is oriented towards automated data-logging and is designed
to handle the tremendous amounts of variable test data generated
by highly complex component quality control and reliability
specifications which often require such procedures as burn-in,
step-stress environmental and life tests.

TABLE 1

GROWTH OF QC DATA-LOGGING EQUIPMENT

Year Growth (%)

1960 30
1963 50
1967 70

1970 90

Applications

The most common types of problems to which CARDA can be
applied are as follows

(1) To analyze component life test data when there are
several measurements of different time intervals performed on the
same unit during the course of the test

(2) To analyze sequential environmental tests when the same
units may be subjected periodically to a series of environmental
tests and measurements

(3) To analyze measurements taken before and after a specific
environmental test

4) To compare several groups of data taken on different
samples
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(5) To analyze any given array of measurements.

The foregoing items can be combined in a variety of ways in
the following types of tests

(1) Lot acceptance life tests

(2) Screening or burn-in tests

(3) Step-stress tests

(4) Long-term life tests

(5) Accelerated tests

(6) Qualification tests

Some of the various quality control and reliability areas
where CARDA and other computer-aided procedures can be used are:

(1) Incoming inspection for the analysis of vendor test data
or for a lot-to-lot variability study

(2) Inprocess control for engineering, manufacturing, and
quality control sampling analysis

(3) Outgoing quality control for final product approval
reports

(4) Environmental test for a comparison of measurements
before and after test

(5) Life tests for analysis of distributions as a function
of time

(6) Burn-in or screening tests for the elimination of
maverick units

(7) Quality and reliability customer and internal reports

8) Application and sales brochures

(9) Design review

(10) Specification changes and approvals ||

4



Features

The most significant features of CARDA are:

(1) A listing of all parameter measurements

(2) An average and standard deviation for each group of
parameter measurements

(3) The smallest and largest value in each group of parameter
measurements

(4) The failure rate and 10 70 80 and 90-percent confi-
dence limits

(5) A check to (a) upper and/or lower specification limits,
(b) pre- and/or post-test specification limits (c) absolute
and/or percent change specification limits

(6) A histogram or frequency distribution of parameter
measurements

(7) The average, standard deviation and frequency distribu-

tion for the percent change of the parameters measurements

(8) A comparison of the number of rejects to an acceptance
number.

Items (4) through (8) are program options Item (4) pertains
only to life tests Item (5) gives the various specification
limits that may be used. Item (6) is a visual display of the

data, either in the form of a histogram or just the total number
of units per cell interval Item (7) is to be used only when
there are more than one measurement per parameter per unit and
the units are numbered.
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II. DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS

Certain fundamental principles are evident in most good quality
and reliability test reports These are:

(1) Product and specification identification

(2) Name of test condition or operation

(3) Listing of parameters measured

(4) Some form of data reduction (histograms, frequency
distributions etc

(5) Some form of data analysis (averages standard deviations,
etc.

(6) Comparisons to standards (control or specification
limits etc.

(7) An indication of compliance

For purposes of illustration different sections of various
semiconductor test reports will be presented. One data reduction
and analysis method could not possibly be suitable in all cases.
The examples presented herein demonstrate the above principles
and the format can be easily modified to particular needs It is
interesting to bear in mind that all the examples were generated
by one computer program.

Figure 1 shows how the product identification and test codes
can be displayed. Note how test codes are used to identify the
measuring times It is definitely advantageous to use test codes
for such identification

Figure 2 contains a listing of the parameters that were
measured during the test. The first line gives the parameter
name The second line gives the parameter test condition. If
necessary, third and fourth lines can be used for additional
information. The parameter measurements are listed sequentially j
by test code within unit number. This is perhaps the most popular |
method of presenting component life-test measurements. Rejects |
are properly labeled as in the case of unit numbers 4 and 5. ;j

I
Figure 3 illustrates a common form of data reduction, namely,

by use of a histogram. Each X represents a measurement, j

Figure 4 is used for the comparison of distributions at the |
various test intervals, j
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In Figures 3 and 4 the average standard deviation, and
largest and smallest number are shown.

Figure 5 shows the specification limits to which the devices
were compared.

Figure 6 records the test results and presents the failure
rate in terms of percent per thousand hours It also contains
confidence limits about the failure rate. The confidence limits
were calculated from a special chi-square table modified for
computer application

The percent change distribution in Figure 4 the limits in
Figure 5 and the failure rate calculation in Figure 6 are pro-
gram options used to generate the data in Figures 1 through 6
Also with this particular program, there is a choice of distri-
bution presentation between Figure 3 and Figure 4

When evaluating the merits of any computerized data reduction
system, the ease of using the system; in other words the inter-
face between the using engineer and the computer must not be
overlooked. If this interface requires the services of a pro-
fessional computer programmer or even data set-up analysts who
must acquire elaborate and detailed knowledge of the input data
arrangement, then the use of such a data reduction system will
become limited. Those who are saddled with rigid data format
specifications like the ones imposed during the Minuteman I
Parts Improvement Program can give testimony to the added com-
plexity of using such formats and the high cost for their imple-
mentation Unfortunately, the practice of rigid formating has
continued in the industry until the present time when, in some
cases it costs more to prepare and check the tabulating card on
which the test data is presented than it actually does to test
the device In the case of integrated circuits where as many
as sixty-five (65) parameters could be tested and recorded,
rigid data format specifications imposed upon a manufacturer
(who is using a different data format) may boost the cost of data
preparation to astronomical heights This is especially true
where automatic data-logging equipment is being used to prepare
the data-tabulating cards

CARDA combats this problem by taking full advantage of the
formatting procedures available in the latest state-of-the-art
Fortran techniques For example the only data card requirement
is that the test code must always precede the unit number. The
test data can be recorded in a variety of ways. It can begin in
any column, contain exponents if desired, and be prepared using
any scale the user desires. CARDA was specifically designed to
eliminate the great burden of data card preparations. It is
orientated toward receiving hand-recorded or automatically-logged
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data on a batch basis so that items like specification limits,
test conditions , and descriptive information can be changed easily
and frequently.

REPORT FORMAT J
SCREENING DATA (FQR ILLUSTRATION ’URPOSES ONi.Y)

SCREENING PROCEDURE TEST CODE J
INITI AL READINGS I

50 HOURS

POST TEST MEASUREMENTS 2

125 HOURS I

POST TEST MEASUREMENTS 3

?5Q HOURS

POST TEST MEASUREMENTS 4

500 HOURS

POST TEST MEASUREMENTS 5

IN TH- PERCENT CHANGE ANAL.YS S, M NUS SIGNS
DENOTE PARAMETER DECREASES HHILE PLUS SIGNS
DENOTE PARAMETER INCREASES

COMPUTAT ONS DO NOT INCLUDE REJECTED UNITS

Figure 1. Display of product identification and test codes

[\
;-’

|

I
I
I
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COMPLbTb LIST Ot-’ UNITS

UNIT TEST VZ 1 VZ ? IP 1 I^ ?
WMBEH C03E AT 16MA AT 4QMA AT 12\/ AT 12’/

100 C 2t> C

1 1 17.100 17.500 0.165 0.051
1 2 17.300 17,700 0.1.7? 0.0*7
1 3 17.1"0 17.400 0.154 0.045
1. 4 17.2HO 17.600 0.164 0.044
1 5 17.300 1/.500 0.071 0,042

2 1 17.3DO 1/.600 0.080 0.003
2 2 17.300 17.600 0.090 0.003
,? 3 17.300 17.500 0.05 0.003
2 4 17.300 17.600 0.092 0,004
2 5 17.300 17.500 0.083 0.003

j 1 17.SCO 1/.800 0.102 0 ,0?0
j 2 17.t)00 I/ .700 0.116 0,020

{, S 17.t>(l0 17.700 0.109 0.019
5 4 17.300 17,800 0 114 0,032

3 5 17.b00 17.800 0.122 0.0?l

4 1 17.700 18,000 0.102 0.004
q 2 17.700 17.900 0.117 0.005
4 3 17. /00 1/.900 0,104 0.035

THE ABUV6 UNIT 13 A FAILURh ON PARAMETER MUMBFR 4

4 4 17. 700 1H.OOO O.H7 0,005

4 5 17.100 18.000 0.110 0.003

-, 1 17.400 17.800 0.171 0,0?2

5 2 17,^OO 17.800 0 .190 0.025
-3 3 17.500 17 .700 0.182 0.0?6- 4 17.500 1/.800 0.197 0.028
.-, ;, 16. -’00 1/.800 0 .204 0,025

Thh ABOVE UNIT A FAILURE ON PAKAMhThR NUMahH 1

6 1 17.500 17.800 0.287 0.011
6 2 17,600 17.800 0 .332 0.013

Figure 2 .- List of parameters measured during test
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1-’
0

PAHAM^T-^’ f’U’’l-F< 2
VZ Z AT 40M* 16SJREO 1^ ’O.TS

HiSTOiihAM

ipprw ci-i L scuMUL*nve CCJMJL*TIVE
LIMIT NUK16B OF PERCE*IT*GE

UNITS/ CELL / CELL

l7.;’nnc" 0 11<

17.,in":.’" O’0

i7.’innon <x<xxxxxx 9 2.6

l7.’>llll’il’ <X/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 35 lni3

17.(il)n!)i) 35 10,3

i7.7noiin xx)>y>)ix<xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxyxx<xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 83 24.4

17.Hnni31’ XXXX’XX’(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXy<XXXXXXXXXXXXX.)WXXXX 135 39.7

^."iinnn xxx);>xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx>xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx<xxx<xxxxxx 247 72,6

IB.IinOr’n XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 280 82,4

le.inncn m 82,4

18.<’o"cn xxrxxxiixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 3n7 90,3

18.;Snn30 XXXX>XXXXXXXXXXXX 324 95,3

18.4C11’:" XXXXXy>XXXXXXXX 340 100,0

18. ^nn’;!? 340 100,0

18.(i"000 340 lOOiD

AVl-h’’*la>- 17.67^

STIi.Ohl/. C.27’/P

SMLLt-&1 NO. 17.301’0

LARGbST Nn. IB.-i’-.r.O

Figure 3 Data reduction by histogram
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PARAMETER NUMBER 1
VZ 1 AT 16MA MEASURED If IOLTS

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF MEASUREMENTS
AT .EACH READING PERIOD

CfcLL INITIAL SO MRS 125 MRS 250 MRS 500 MRS
16 90000 0

17 00000
17 10000 0

17 20000 1 1
17 30000 3 1 3 2 2
17 50000 23 20 22 20 21
17 40000 0
17 60000 0 0 0
17 70000 12 14 13 13 15
17 80000 7 10 7 7 7
17 90000 10 11 11 12 11
18 00000 1 1 3 1
18 10000 0

18 20000
18 30000

AVERAGE 17.547 17.591 17.554 17.607 17.579

STD.DEV, 0,2054 0,1957 0.2010 0.2103 0.19B9

SMALLEST NO. 17.1000 17.2000 17.1000 17.2000 17.2000

LARGEST NO. 18.0000 18.0000 17.9000 18.0000 18,0000

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF PERCENT CHAN06 VALUES

(THE PERCENT CHANBF HAS BEEN CALCULATED FROM THE FIRST TI-<E INTERVtL.)

CbLL INITIAL SO MRS 125 MRS 2SO MRS 500 MRS
-5(1 00000 0
-40 00000 0

-30 00000
-20 00000
.15 00000
-10 00000
-5 00000
.0 00000 33 49 23 41)

5 00000 24 8 34 17
10 00000
15 00000
20 00000
30 00000 0
40 00000
50 00000

AVERAGE 0.000 0.251 0.041 0.340 0.181

STD.OEV. O.nOOO 0.2948 0.2605 0.2868 0.279&

Figure 4 Distribution comparisons
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L IST OF PAKAMf-ThH L IMITS

PARAMETER MUMBER I
VZ 1 AT 16MA MEASURED IM /O..T3

INIT IAL UPPER LIMIT e 18. 100

INITIAL LOWER L IMIT = 17 .100

POSI UP3!-^ LIMI T s 18. 100

POST LO^ER LIMIT a 17, 100

PERCENT ChlAMGE L IMIT ?5. 000

PARAMETER JUMPER ?
VZ 2 AT 4CMA MEASURED IM /O.TS

INIT IAL UPPER LIMIT 18. 700

INIT IAL L3WER LIM’IT s 17, 100

POST UP’E^ LIMI T s 18. /OO

POST LCNE^ LIMI T s 17.100

PERCENT CHANGE LIMI T s Pb. UOO

PARAMFTEW MUMPER 3
IR 1 AT 12V AT 100 C Mt=ASJR=D UM MIC-OA1PS

PERCENT C^AMGE L l^lI s 100 1)00

PARAMETER MUMBER 4

IR 2 AT 12V AT 25 C MEASU^EQ IN MICR3APS

PERCENT CHANGE LIMI T 100 000

Figure 5 .- Parameter limits

l,a___._^Ma.,Bea!BM-alB^ ,._..."-’----^--. aart^a""a!SB^ste.--.i,sa^-"M^



REJECT TOTALS

1.00 REJECTED UNITS AT INITIAL HOUR

12.00 REJECTED UNITS DURING TEST

1,429 PERCENT REJECTS AT INITIAL HOUrt

17.391 PERCENT REJECTS DURING TEST

TOTAL SAMPLE 5I2E= 70 ACCEPTANCE N0.= 2

THIS TEST WAS REJECTED

FAILURE RAT; (PERCENT PER 1000 HOURS)

HOURS CUMULAT IVE FAILURE ^*TE

50 0 0000

150 28.6041

^0 48.4B48

i,00 39.3443

CONF IDENCE LIMITS (PEHCENT)

60 70 80 90

FAILURE RATE 47. 7193 51.2281 55.7995 62. 4561

Figure 6 .- Test results and failure rates (%/1000 hrs)
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III. FUNDAMENTALS

The topics discussed in this section would be relevant to most |
computer-aided reliability data systems. |

Classification of Tests j
High-reliability component specifications commonly divide |

their testing requirements into three categories or groups
labeled as A, B, and C

Group A: A device or unit is given a particular brand or label
after it has been successfully processed through a series of I
manufacturing operations designated as a production line. |
Group A tests are the initial specifications a device must pass |
before it can be branded, ’i

Group B Group B tests are usually the burn-in and/or the !
environmental conditions a device type must be capable of survi-
ving In the semiconductor industry, such conditions might be |

temperature cycling, centrifuge, high-temperature bake, operating ’’|
burn-in, and shock. .|

Group C; Group C is generally where the life test requirements
are found. For semiconductor devices the test time ranges from
about 250 to 2000 hours with the 1000-hour test being the most
popular. |

Testing costs money, and in some reliability specifications, |
it can constitute a higher portion of the total unit cost than
does the actual manufacturing of the device. Group A tests
are usually very extensive, while Group B and C tests are
confined to those critical parameters that indicate failure modes
and can be used as quality and reliability indicators CARDA
can be manipulated, through the use of program options, to
produce specific types of analysis orientated toward each of the
three Groups A, B, and C

Data Processing

The procedures for reporting test measurements and the
results thereof should be clearly and concisely covered in a
reliability specification. Most quality control and reliability
organizations do not have their own EDP (Electronic Data Process-
ing) departments True they may have automatic data-logging |
equipment, but the actual processing of data into a final accep- |
tance report is usually performed by a separate EDP facility. In J
the process of transforming data from one format to another and |
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transmitting it between departments many errors of omission and
commission can occur. It is important that reliability specifi-
cations properly control the recording, collection, processing,
and reporting of such information. Therefore a brief review of
some of the more pertinent data processing practices and pro-
cedures found in EDP and quality control installations is now
presented.

Hash Total

In order to provide a means of controlling incoming and
outgoing material, it is a common practice in EDP installations
to sum up a particular data item that will appear in all the
records that are received from outside sources The sum-total
value thus found will be compared to a similar one taken by the
outside department; if in agreement, then it is assumed no
data records have been lost or misplaced. Date code unit number,
and test code could be typical items that might be used for this
purpose While the outside department usually has to perform
this function on a desk calculator, the EDP installation can use

the computer Data control practices of this kind become impor-
tant when large numbers of hand-recorded data sheets are sent
to be keypunched, or when large quantities of tabulating cards
are to be processed.

Data Verification

The verification of keypunched data should be performed by
the keypunch department. However, the submitting department
should randomly sample the results using an appropriate sampling
plan The A.Q.L. * and L.T.P .D. ** values of the sampling plan
will be influenced by such factors as machine time availability
processing turn-around time and the efficiency of the keypunch
operation The same sampling procedure holds true for data

produced by automatic data-logging equipment.

Calibration

Care should be taken when specifying percent change and/or
delta limits to consider the normal variation in the accuracy
of the test equipment that will be used; the scale on which the
measurements are to be read, and the number of significant
digits to be used in the calculations.

* Acceptance Quality Level
** Lot Tolerance Percent Defective

15



Signatures

To assure proper supervision during the testing of the
devices, it is common practice to have the responsible test
engineer or supervisor sign the test report.

Coded Data Cards

Reliability specifications that require tabulating cards
to be included along with a test report should specify that a
listing of the data cards must also be provided. In the case
where the data on the tabulating cards is in a coded format, a
decoded listing of the data is usually provided. However, to
spot check the cards a listing of the coded cards would also be
convenient. The most preferable procedure is to specify only
decoded cards and corresponding listings

Data Storage

Reliability specifications requiring test data to be acces-
sible for long periods of time should also specify the manner
in which the corresponding data cards and/or tapes should be
stored.

Coded Data

Data codes used in the transcribing of data should be con-
structed in as simple a manner as possible and a thorough
explanation included in the reliability specification

Data Card Shipment

When data cards are to be shipped, the packaging, labeling,
and card arrangement should be adequately covered in the relia-
bility specification

Data Formatting ;

The medium for recording variable test data is either
through some automatic data-logging system or simply by hand.
The three most common methods of recording test measurements are
the conventional decimal system, scientific, or by use of some
arbitrary coded notation. The number one-hundred-twenty-three ’1

16



would be written in the conventional decimal system as:

123

Reading from right to left, the digit 3 indicates units, the
digit 2 indicates tens and the digit 1 indicates hundreds The
number is said to be right justified; that is the decimal point
is understood to come after the digit 3 e.g.

123

In scientific notation, the same number might be written
as either:

1 .23 x 102
or

12 .3 x 101
or

123 x 10
The scientific notation is useful in recording either

extremely large or small numbers e .g

123 000 000 ,000

9
could be recorded as: 123 x 10

or

the number: 000 ,000 ,123

-9
could be recorded as 123 x 10

Some automatic data-logging equipment use range indicator
codes to denote the scale on which the values are recorded. For
example the letter A after a number might indicate that the
measurement was recorded on the 1 to 9 unit scale The number

12 3A

would be interpreted as: 1. 23

since no value can be less than 1 or greater than 9

17



There seem to be as many coding schemes as there are data-
logging systems Nevertheless, CARDA can accommodate such
schemes because it gives the user the flexibility of inserting
his own data coding procedures into the computer program. One
method of recording data for CARDA is to use the scientific
notation with the term X10 understood, and the exponent, which
is always considered negative in CARDA, placed after the last
digit in the number. The following examples indicate the differ-
ence in the decimal notation and this scheme:

Decimal number CARDA equivalent

123 1233^
1 23 1232^

12 3 1233_

123 1230_

000 000 123 1239^
The underlined last digit in the CARDA equivalent column

is the negative exponent. Other procedures which illustrate
how the decimal point may be manipulated are given in subsequent
paragraphs

There are several methods of getting data into a computer
and CARDA can be adapted to many of them. Perhaps the most
common method is through the use of tabulating cards. Figure 7
shows a 12-row, 80-column tabulating card on which data can be
recorded Only one character, either a letter, number, or
special sign can be recorded in any single column. The rows
numbered 0 to 9 are where the numbers 0 to 9 are recorded. Row
zero is considered to be row number 10 and the subsequent two
blank rows 11 and 12 Letters and special signs are produced
by combinational punches in rows 10 11, 12 and rows 1 to 9
Figure 8 shows a punched tabulating card.

When measurements of a particular device or item are being
recorded, there is some additional information, such as the unit
number and test code that CARDA must have along with the param-
eter readings This information must appear on each tabulating
card in the following sequence: (1) test code (2) unit number,
and (3) parameter readings The test code, preferably a number,
is a means of identifying the operation, sequence interval, or
time period that the measurements were recorded. For example,
in a life test the reading periods may be designated in sequence
as 1, 2 3 A unit number for each device measured
must appear on the tabulating card (s) The parameter measurement

18



must appear on the tabulating cards in the same order from one

device to another. Up to eight parameter readings may be recorded
on a data card.

Suppose units were being selected at random for testing
from lots of material according to a sampling plan and the sample
size depended on the lot size Now the lots of material could

be sampled at any one of the three different operations and the

sample size could range from 20 to 5000 units. The test codes

could be assigned starting with number one. Three characteristics
or parameters are recorded per unit and each one could range
from 1000 to 1/1000 in value; e .g.

999 999 to 001

The following comparison shows the number of card columns
required to record the above information

Data Required Card Columns

Test Code 1

Unit Number 5

Each Measurement 6

Since no decimal points are recorded in the parameter
measurements the largest value would require 6 digits.

CARDA needs to know the card columns the above data will

appear in and the number of columns required for each data item.
This information is recorded on the Input Data Specification
Card. One procedure that could accomplish this would be to use
"T" to indicate the column the data starts in, and an "F" to
indicate the number of columns and where the decimal point should
be recorded by the computer. Figure 9 shows a card punched
according to the requirements of the above example. The column

in which the data items start was selected arbitrarily.

Item Digits Card Column Field Width

Test Code 1 T 3 F 1 0

Unit Number 5 T 5 F 5 0

Parameter #1 6 T 10 F 6 3

Parameter #2 6 T 16 F 6 3

Parameter #3 6 T 22 F 6 3

1.9
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In the "F" format, the digit before the decimal point indi-

cates the total number of columns required, and the digit after

the decimal point tells the computer where the decimal point
belongs in the number. Figure 9 indicates measurements of
999 999 001, and 3 1 for the first test code of unit number 1
The Input Data Specification Card begins with a parenthesis and

ends with a parenthesis For the data in Figure 9 the specifi-
cation card would be:

(T3 Fl. O , T5 F5 0 TlO , F6 3, T16 F6 3, T22 F6 3)

When the negative exponent is not used, a blank space must
be provided between parameter measurements. Test parameters
usually do not require more than 6 columns each for recording
data. Since the maximum number of parameters per card CARDA
will allow is eight, then 6 x 8 48 card columns required out
of 80 The remaining columns are used for the unit number, test
code, and additional identifying information.

Each data card should be completely traceable to some docu-
mentation that governs its data format and interpretation. Some

of the more common items that appear on test data cards are

(1) Date of Test

(2) Specification Number

(3) Type of Device

(4) Manufacturer’ s Code

A typical hand recording data sheet is given in Figure 10
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TYPE_________ LOT NO._______ DATE________ ORIGINATOR_____________ PAGE___of____

DEVICE TYPE LOT NUMBER TEST CODE DATE

PUNCHED IN CARD COLUMNS 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 it 17 i

1-18 OF ALL CARDS---

ITEM COUNT PARA M PARA 2 M PARA 3 M PARA 4 M PARA 5 M

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 2< 27 21 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 3 39 40 41 I? 43 44 45 46 47 4*

:m: : i i : im:: i :m :m: :m:

--;;---

Figure 10 Typical hand recording data sheet
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IV. CARDA INPUT DATA D’/."K

The Input Data Deck of the CARDA program is divided into
five sections:

(1) General Test Information

(2) Specifications

3) Headings and Labels

(4) Formats

(5) Parameter Readings

These categories are closely allied to the outline of funda-
mental principles for test reports that was given in Section II

General Test Information

The first section of the input data deck should contain
descriptive information that will identify the type of test and
the test conditions For proper identification this section
should include, as in Figure 11;

(1) Test Heading RELIABILITY LIFE TEST REPORT
ISSUED BY NASA (ERC-CQS)
DATA COURTESY OF (Manufacturer)

(2) Type of Unit (Name and number, if appli-
cable)

(3) Lot and Sub-group (If applicable)

(4) Type of Test (e g. storage, operating etc.

(5) Test Intervals and Codes (e g. pre-test, post-test,
etc.

(6) Test Conditions (If applicable)

This section must contain exactly fifteen (15) cards If
the desired information does not require fifteen cards blank
tabulating cards must be included to maintain the total number of
fifteen. These blank cards may be placed either at the beginning,
in between, or at the end of the information cards to obtain
spacing.
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Figure 12 shows an actual computer output. The blank space
between the third and fourth lines of output was caused by the
blank card.

Figure 13 shows the card setup for the sample output shown
in Figure 12 In this setup, the fourth card, a blank, was
inserted for spacing.

Although the descriptive information may begin in any column
on the card, it is advisable to begin in column 15 in order to
obtain a properly centered output.

RELIABILITY LIFE TEST REPORT
ISSUED BY NASA (ERC-CQS) TEST HEADING
DATA COURTESY OF [ABC Co.] (Manufacturer)

ABC Co. SEMICONDUCTOR TEST TEST NAME

CLOCKED FLIP-FLOP (6666) UNIT NAME

TYPE Z22 6666 174X UNIT CODE NAME

LOTS 5555,5556,5557 LOT NUMBER

SUBGROUP 7, SAMPLES 141-194 SUB-GROUP

OPERATING LIFE TEST TEST CODE TEST INTERVALS
PRETEST 1 AND CODES
POST TEST 3

(POST TEST MEASURED AT 1000 HOURS) TEST

TEST TEMPERATURE IS 125C CONDITIONS
TEST VOLTAGE IS 6.0V

1

Figure 11. Sample data for information section
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RELI AB ILITY LIFE TEST REPORT

ISSLEC BY NASA ERC-CCS

CATA CCURTE SY OF A FC CO.

ABC CC. SEMCCNOUC TCR TEST

CLCCKEC FL I F-FLCP (^666

TYPE 122 66 17A)<

LCTS 5555, 5556 , 5 557

SLBCKCUP 7 , SAMPLE S l^i l- lS^

CPER iflT ING L FE TES 1 TE ST COCE

PRETEST 1

PC ST TEST 3

(PCST TEST fEASUREf AT 1CCO FCLRS

TEST TEMPERATLRE I S 125 C

TEST VOLTAGE I S 6. CV

IN TFE PERCENT ChfNGE ANALYS IS,M IhUS S IGNS
CENCTE PARAMETER C ECREASES ,MHLE PLUS S IGNS
CENCTE PARAMETER INCREASES

CCfPLTAT IC?^S CC NC 1 IbCLljCE PEJECTEC LN ITS

Figure 12 Sample output of general test information section
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Specifications

The second section of the data deck is the specification
section which is called SPEC. This section is divided into
four sub-sections

(1) Numeric Variables

(2) Options

(3) Rules

(4) Restrictions

Definition of Numeric Variables

The following list is an explanation of the numeric vari-
ables contained in this section.

NOPARA is the number of parameter readings per data card (limited
to a maximum of eight)

NACEPT is the number of rejects allowed before the test will be

rejected.

NRTIME is the number of time periods or test sequences for
which there are parameter readings

TIME are the actual time periods after the initial time period.

XLOWER is the pre-test or initial time period minimum value
which a parameter can attain before the unit is consid-
ered a reject.

XUPPER is the pre-test or initial time period maximum value
which a parameter can attain before the unit is consid-
ered a reject.

YLOWER is the post-test minimum value which a parameter can
attain before the unit is considered a reject.

YUPPER is the post-test maximum value which a parameter can
attain before the unit is considered a reject.

CELLS are the predetermined interval limits used to establish
the frequency distribution of the parameter readings.

CHANGE are the predetermined interval limits used to establish
the percent change distribution of the parameter readings.
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PCT is the absolute maximum percent change a parameter is
permitted before the unit is considered a reject.

DELTA is the absolute maximum numeric deviation a parameter is
permitted before the unit is considered a reject.

REED is the variable used to indicate the arrangement of the
test measurements on the input data tabulating cards

SCALE is the variable used to relate the parameter values to
particular units of measure. "[

CURENT is the 1C value used in the following formula for calcu-
lating the DC Beta of transistors.

fc

^ HPE

Assignment of Values

Variables are assigned their appropriate values algebraically
by means of an equal sign (=) The following examples illustrate
the methods by which the variables are assigned values

NOPARA For a set of readings which contain seven parameters for
each time period NOPARA would be equated to seven, as in
Figure 14

NOPARA 7,

NACEPT If two rejects are allowed before the test will be
rejected, then NACEPT would be equated to two, as in
Figure 14

NACEPT 2

NRTIME Given a set of parameter readings for two time periods
initial and 1000 hours NRTIME would be equated to two,
as in Figure 14.

NRTIME 2 1’
TIME Given a set of parameter readings for five time periods

0 50 125 250, and 500 hours TIME would be equated to ]
50 125 250 and 500 as in Figure 14

TIME 50 125 250 500
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Figure 14 Sample card set-up for several variables
of the spec section
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XLOWER These four variables follow the same set-up procedures.
XUPPER Given a set of four parameters with upper limits of
YLOWER 18 1 and 18 7 for the third and fourth parameters
YUPPER respectively, XUPPER would be assigned as follows,

XUPPER 0 0 18. 1, 18 7

CELLS Figure 15 contains a sample computer output of CELLS
values. There must be a set of exactly fifteen (15)
upper limit values for each parameter. Each set of
values begins with the lowest value and concludes
with the highest. The sets of values are then arranged
according to the sequence of the parameters Figure 16 n;
provides a sample card set-up for seven parameters.
In Figure 16 the first value of the first card, 3 .040
represents the upper limit of the first cell interval
of the first parameter. The last value of the second
card, 3 250 represents the upper limit of the first
cell interval of the first parameter. The first value
on the third card, .068, is the upper limit of the
first cell of the second parameter. The last value on
the third card, 1 .000 is the upper limit of the
fifteenth cell interval of the second parameter. This
procedure for assigning the values is repeated until
fifteen values have been established for each parameter.
(Note : Methods for determining cell limits can be found
in most standard text books on quality control

CHANGE Figure 15 contains a sample output of the CHANGE
values There must be a set of exactly fifteen (15)
upper limit values for each parameter. Each set of
values begins with the lowest value and concludes with
the highest The sets of values are arranged according
to the sequence of the parameters,

In Figure 17 the first value on the first card, -50 0
represents the upper limit of the first cell interval
of the first parameter. The last value of the second
card, 50 0 represents the upper-limit of the fifteenth }.
cell interval of the first parameter. The first value
of the third card, -50 0 is the upper limit of the ."
first cell interval of the second parameter. The last
value on the fourth card, 50 0 is the upper limit of
the fifteenth cell interval of the second parameter.
This procedure for assigning the values is repeated
until fifteen values have been established for each
parameter. However, if the percent changes are not to
be calculated, then the change values are omitted
completely,
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PARAMETER M-fEER fc
V9 MEASLREC IN VOLTS

FRECLENCt C S TR ELT CNS CF MEASURE 1- ENTS
AT EACh REACIf<C PERICC

CELL________ INITIAL 1CCO hRS

(
C .C72CO C C
C .C7750 C C
C .C63CO C 0
C .C8850 5 ^C .CSACO 4 5
C .CSq’O /! ’<
C .1C5CO 7 7

CELLS C .11C50 5 5
C .116CO 3 3

C .I 2150 5 5
C .127CO 3 3

C .13250 3 3

C .13950 1
C .149CO 1
C .153CO C C

^VERfGE C.1C8 C.1C8

STC.CE\. C.C153 C.C153

;1"<LLEST NC. C.CE39 C.OE’lC

LfRCESI f^C. C.1^66 C.l’i8A

FRECl;E^C’ CISTR IELTIGNS CF PERCENT CF’/>NGE VALUES

(ThE PERCENT Ch^GE HAS BEEN CALCULATED FRCf ThE FIRST TIfE I^TER^/AL.

CELL________ INITIAL 1COC. hRS

/-^C .CCCCO 0

/ -tC .CCCCO C

/ -3C .CCOCO 0

/ -2C .CCCCO 0

/ -1C .CCCCO C

/ -5 .CCOCO C

/ -2 .5CCCO 0

CHANGE< -C .CCCCO l^

\ 2 .5COCO 27

\ 5 .CCCCO C

\ 1C.CCCCO C

\ 2C .CCCCO 0

\ 3C .CCCCO C

\ 1C.CCCCO C

\ 5C .CCCCO C

AVERAGE -C.CCC C.11C

;TC.CE\. -C.CCCC C.1521

Figure 15 Sample output of CELLS and CHANGE values
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Figure 16 Sample card setup of ’CELLS values
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Figure 17 .- Sample card setup of CHANGE values
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PCT The percent change can be calculated from either the
initial or the previous time period. Calculation of
the percent change from the initial time period is
standard; however, if it is desired from the previous
time period, then the IPCT option should be used as
described in Sub-section 2, OPTIONS, of this section.

Given a set of readings for two parameters with the
restriction that the first parameter can vary by no
more than 25% and that the second parameter can vary
by no more than 100% then PCT would be equated to
25 and 100

PCT 25 100 ^
DELTA Given a set of readings for two parameters, with the

restriction that the first parameter can vary from the
initial reading by no more than 5 and the second
parameter can vary by no more than 1 0 then DELTA
would be equated to 5 and 1 0

DELTA 5 1 0

However, DELTA cannot be used unless PCT and CHANGE
have been defined.

REED This variable is assigned its value dependent upon the
arrangement of the input data.

Given input data arranged as follows

TEST CODE, UNIT NUMBER, READING, EXPONENT,
READING, EXPONENT

then REED would be equated to 1

REED 1

Given input data arranged as follows

TEST CODE UNIT NUMBER, READING, READING

then REED would be equated to 2 I

REED 2

Other data arrangements are possible through the use
of special input subroutines
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SCALE When exponents or range indicators are used with the
parameter readings SCALE is assigned a value which is
used in the following formula to obtain the desired
unit of measurement.

Z Y x 10 (SCALE-X)

where X represents the exponent or range indicator,
Y represents the parameter measurement given, and
Z represents the converted parameter reading.

Given a set of SCALE values of 3 6 3 and 9 for four
parameters the values 3 6 3 and 9 would be
equated to SCALE

SCALE 3 6 3 9

CURENT This variable is used only for transistors i. e. when
the base current, IB is given and HFE must be calcu-
lated.

Options

The options allow variations to be made in the type of
analysis and form of output. The option variables are assigned
their values and are set up according to the rules previously
defined for single valued variables When the options are called
for, the variables are included in the SPEC section. If a
particular option is not desired, then that option variable is
omitted completely. The following list is a brief description
of the options available in the CARDA Program.

ILIST If just a listing of the parameter readings and speci-
fication limits is desired, set ILIST equal to one (1)
i. e. ILIST 1.

IHISTO If a histogram is called for, set IHISTO equal to one
(1) i .e. IHISTO 1
Conditions NRTIME must be equal to one (1)

IPCT If the percent change is to be computed from the pre-
vious time period, set IPCT equal to one (1) i.e
IPCT 1.
Conditions CHANGE must be defined.

ICONF If the confidence limits are called for, set ICONF
equal to one 1) i .e ICONF 1
Conditions TIME must be defined.
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IFAIL If a unit must fail both the absolute change value and
the percent change value to be determined a failure,
set IFAIL equal to two (2) i.e. IFAIL 2.
Conditions PCT and DELTA must be defined.

All the options with the exception of ILIST can be combined
in numerous ways to obtain a wide variety of reports

RULES

(1) All cards must start in column 2

(2) The first card must start with a + in column 2

(3) The section name SPEC, must start in column 3 following
the +.

(4) Each variable must be separated by a comma.
(Spacing does not affect the numeric value

Sample set-up for:

(a) Single valued variable
Col 2

NOPARA 7

(b) Multiple valued variable on one card
Col 2

CELLS 1 2 3 34 35

(c) Multiple valued variable on more than one card
Col 2

Col 80
CELLS 1, 2 3 44 45
46 47 48 49 50

(d) Combination of single and multiple valued variables
Col 2

Col 80
NOPARA 2 NRTIME 2 NACEPT 2 CELLS 1, 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11, 12 13 14 15
1, 2 3 4 5 6 7 8, 9 10 11, 12 13 14, 15
TIME 1000

(5) Each card must end with a comma.

Sample of illegal input:
Col 2 Col 80

CELLS 2 5 3 0 6 0 6.
5 7 0 7 5
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The value, 6 5 cannot be continued from the first card to
the second card. In this particular case the value, 6 5,
must be written entirely on the second card.

Proper set-up:
Col 2

Col 80
CELLS 2 5 3. 0 6 0 ,
6 5 7 .0 7 .5

* (6) The last card in this section must read +END starting in
Column 2
Last Card:
Col 2

+END

Restrictions

(1) Alphabetic information cannot be used in this section.

Sample illegal input:

NOPARA N2 or CELLS X, Y, Z

Headings and Labels

The third section of the data deck contains the various out-
put headings and labels This section is subdivided into three
sub-sections

(1) Units of Measurement for Parameters

(2) Output Heading for Parameter Readings

(3) Cell Distribution Heading

. Units of measurement for parameters This sub-section sets
up the units of measurement labels for the parameters The
number of cards in this section corresponds exactly to the num-
ber of parameters as defined in the numeric variable section of
Section II The general format for this section is

COLUMN
30
(Para I) .MEASURED IN. (Units)
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where (Para I) are the actual parameter names which start in
Column 30 The units of measure, (Units) will depend upon the
actual parameter readings However, the parameter names may
begin in Column 5 if additional space is required.

Example 1. For seven parameters

COLUMN
30
V6 MEASURED IN VOLTS
114 MEASURED IN MICRO-AMPS <?
12 MEASURED IN MICRO-AMPS .!
14 MEASURED IN MICRO-AMPS
II MEASURED IN MICRO-AMPS ^V9 MEASURED IN VOLTS
112 MEASURED IN MICRO-AMPS

Example 2 For four parameters

COLUMN
30
IR 1 AT 12V AT 100 C MEASURED IN MICRO-AMPS
IR 2 AT 12V AT 25 C MEASURED IN MICRO-AMPS
VZ 1 AT 16MA MEASURED IN VOLTS
VZ 2 AT 40MA MEASURED IN VOLTS

If there were for example, seven parameters, there would be
seven cards in this section, as in Example 1 and they would be
set up as in Figure 18 If there were only four parameters
then there would be only four cards in this section, as in
Example 2 and they would be set up as in Figure 19 Sample
outputs which illustrate the use of these labels are given in
Figures 20 and 21.

Output heading for parameter headings This sub-section
sets up the heading which is used in the output of the COMPLETE
LIST OF UNITS, as in Figure 22 The heading consists of four
lines of output. Two tabulating cards must be used for each line
of output. Therefore there will be a total of eight cards in J
this section. The eight cards can be subdivided into four groups
of two according to the four lines of output. >

(a) Line 1

(b) Line 2

(c) Line 3

(d) Line 4
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Figure 18 Sample card setup of units of measurement
section for seven parameters
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Figure 19 .- Sample card setup of units of measurement
section for four parameters
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LIST CF PARAMETER LIMITS

PARAMETER hLMEER 1,
V6 MEASURED IN VCLTS ^\

IMTIAL LCfcER LIMIT 2.700 -\

PCST LCt.ER LIMIT 2.7CO N^
PERCEM CKhGE LIMIT 25.00C N^

PtRAMETER KLMBER 2 N^
11^ MEASIREC IN MICRC->’PS |^ ^\

IMTKL LFPER LIMIT 1.1CO ^^^ \^

PCST LFPER LIMIT 1.100 ^^ \.

PERCENT Ct-AfiGE LIMIT 1CO.OOO ^\. \

PARAMETER hLMEER ^^^S.
12 fEOSLHEC IN HICHC-KPS I--------------------^ L A B E L S

IMTKL LFPER LIMIT 0.120 ^’ /
PCST UPPER LIMIT 0.120 ^^ /
PERCEhT ChAhGE LIMIT 1CC.OCO ^’ /

PARAMETER hLMBER t< ^^ /
l<i MEASLRED IN M1CRC-AMPS \^ /

IMTIAL LFPER LIMIT C.<iCO /
PCST UPPER LIMIT O.tOO /
PERCENT ChANGE LIMIT 1CO.COO /

PARAMETER NLMBER 5 /
11 MEASLRED IN NICHC-^MPS \

IMTIAL LFPER LIMIT O.’lOO

PCST IPPER LIMIT 0.^00

PERCEhT C^lA^GE LIMIT 1CC.CCO

Figure 20 .- Sample output illustrating the units of measurement section



PllPlfEIER M-fEER
II? fEASLREC It, fICRO-AfPS L A B L

FRECLEf>C\ CISTRIPUTII^S CF fEtSUREfENTS
t1 E(Ch RE^CII’.G PERICC

CELL IM1 HL 1CCC hRS
C.CCC’C G
c.ccico ie

C.CC2CO 22
C.CC3CO
C.CC350 C 0
c.cc’.ca
C.CCASO
C.CC5CO
c.ccsso
C.CCtCC 2’.
C.CC6SO C
C.CC7C3 17
c.cceco
c.cceso c
c.ccsco s

(\ER<GE C.CC2 C.CC6

SIC.CEV. C.CCC5 C.CCC5

SttLLE’T ^C. C.CC1C C.CCtC

HRGES’1 ^C. C.CC3C C.CC7C

FRECLE^C’> CISTR IPLTIC^S CF FERCEM CUNGE VtlLES

nhE -FERCEM CH’’CE H>< PEE^ CILCLLdEC FRCf ThE FIRST II^E IMERVAL.I

CELL IMIIOl 1CCC hRS

-1CCC.CCCCO
-7CC.CCCCC
-’’-.CC;CG 0

-2CC.CCCCO
-1CC.CCCC1
-’C.CCCCO
-1C.CCCCO 5
-C.CCCCO
IC.CCCCO
iC.CCCCO

ICC.CCCCG 0

?cc.ccccc
SCC.CCCCO 32

7CC.CC:CC
1CCC.CCCCC 0

<^ER<ICE -c.ccc -’^c’.en

t)C.CE^. -C.CCCC I’ll.ii??

Figure 21.- Sample output illustrating the use of the units of

^
measurement section
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COMPLETE LIST CF UMTS

COLUMN LMT TEST V( fT’i T? [4 FT V9 Fit
HEADINGS M>’BER CC[E________<T ’..5V AT i.CV AT 5.5V AT 5.5V AT 5.5V AT 5.5V AT 4.5V

’’1 3.12C C.763 O.C691 0.1969 0.1426 0.1066 0.001
1’11 3.120 C.78; O.C692 0.197C 0.1429 0.1068 0.006

’’1? 3.146 0.78’: C.C634 C.2422 0.1717 0.1313 0.002
}’12 3.148 0.78’ O.C834 0.2422 0.1718 0.1315 0.007

1’13 3.185 0.9’,S C.C998 0.2865 0.2032 0.1175 0.002
1’12 3.179 0.9’i’i C.1CCC 0.2889 0.2036 0.1173 0.007

1"’ 3.1’,3 C.923 O.C87C 0.2t57 0.1773 0.1004 0.001
l’i’’ 3-1’’2 0.92 O.C871 0.2^60 0.1775 0.1005 0.006

l’’c 3.1C2 O.S5’ C.C730 0.2221 0.16B5 0.1016 C.001

’’’’ ^101 0.e5S O.C731 0.2224 0.1689 0.1017 0.006

1^7 3.1’’5 C.S51 C.C892 0.2611 0.1851 C.C893 0.001
1<" 3.I’ll 0.95( C.C89’i 0.2615 C.1856 O.C894 0.006

’’^ 3.l7’i 0.87’ O.C750 0.2618 0.1830 0.1226 0.002
l’le ^l" 0.67’ C.C751 0.2617 0.1830 0.1228 0.006.

l’’s ^l8? O.B^t O.C889 0.2578 0.1791 O.C930 0.002

’’’’’ 3 3-182 0.83; O.C890 0.258C 0.1791 O.C930 0.007

’^ 3-"5 C.721 O.C752 C.2171 0.1521 O.IC31 0.001’’c ’’"9 C.721 O.C752 0.217’. 0.1523 0.1031 0.006

151 S-1’’! C.771 C.C833 C.2382 C.167A 0.1188 0.001
lcl ^ISl 0-""’ O.C831 0.2378 0.1671 0.1192 O.C06

153 3.212 1.02F C.C972 0.28^6 O.l9’i7 C.1072 0.002
152 3-2" 1.C2’ C.C973 C.28’18 0.19’i9 0.1C7C 0.007

’^ 3-198 C.8’,; O.C8’!’. 0.2’i97 0.1730 0.0868 0.001
3 3lq3 -8’’ O.C8’i6 0.2503 0.1733 O.C867 0.006

’" ’’.l<,2 0.921 O.C815 0.2336 0.1690 C.C879 0.001
^l’1" C.921 O.C816 0.2338 0.1692 C.C879 0.006

157 3-132 -87’ C.C935 C.2689 .1843 0.1486 0.002

Figure 22 .- Sample output illustrating the use of the column heading section



Line 1 This first group of cards sets up the first line of the
heading in Figure 22

The general format is

Column
6 15 18 25 30 38 42 50 62 74

Card #1
UNIT TEST PN PN PN PN

Card #2
PN PN PN PN

where PN represents the parameter names which can be no longer
than ten (10) characters These characters may be alphabetic
numeric, or a combination of both, e .g II VR, IB.

Example 1 (Line 1)

Column
6 15 18 25 30 38 42 50 62 74

Card #1
UNIT TEST V6 114 12 14

Card #2
II V9 112

Example 2 (Line 1)

Column
6

Card #1
UNIT TEST IR1 IR2 VZ1 VZ2

Card #2
(blank)

Line 2 The second group of cards sets up the second line of the
heading in Figure 22 The general format is

Column
6 15 18 25 30 38 42 50 62 74

Card #1
NUMBER CODE TC TC TC TC

Card #2
TC TC TC
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where TC represents the test conditions expressed in numeric form
or code.

Example 1 (Line 2)

Card #1
NUMBER CODE AT 4 .5V AT 5. 0V AT 5. 5V AT 5.5V

Card #2
AT 5. 5V" AT 5.5V AT 4 5V

Lines 3 and 4 These two groups of cards are set up using the
same format as Line 2 except that Columns 1 to 38 are left blank,
and are used for additional test conditions such as temperature,
etc. If there is no need for them, then they must be inserted
blank.

Example 1 (Line 3)

Column
6 15 18 25 30 38 42 50 62 74

Card #1
(blank) (blank) 100C 25C

Card #2
(blank)

If eight parameters are not used, then the parameters are

listed according to the above set-up and those which are not
used are left blank, as in Example 1. If the second card is not
used, it must be inserted blank in order to maintain the proper
number of cards as in Example 2 The same holds true for the

test conditions If eight parameters were not measured then the

conditions are listed for those which were measured and the other

spaces are left blank. If the second card is not used, it must
be inserted blank.

These four groups are illustrated in Figures 23 and 24

Figure 23 illustrates the set-up when there are seven parameters
Figure 24 illustrates the set-up when there are only four para-
meters

Cell Distribution Heading. This sub-section sets up the

frequency and percent change distribution headings , as in

Figure 25 These lines are set up by two cards The general
format is:
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f~ ^/ <^T 5.^’ <n ?.’5V giT 4.y ^V
/ I’.ll’;’:’; COPC: C|T 4.’?V C|T g.OV ^T "i.’^.-’ ^T 5.’iV"\

/ 11 ^ 1^ ^\
/ wn TTST ’?? rt4 r?----n--"\

00

111

2222222!!2222?222222?22222 22222222222222222222222222222222222 22222222222222222

33333333333333333 333333 33 3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333

44444444444444 444444444444444444444444444444444444 4444444444444444444444 44444

5555555555.55555 555555555 55555555555 555555555555555555555555555555555555555555

Y
mnnmnnnnnnnmnmmmmmmmiinmiimnmnmnmm ^
IIIBIIIiaiiIB11118B1811!!1818BI818118818118 88!818B8811I 11818 8111888811BI8 88 ^
9S99999939399999 99999999999I999999999S3999999999 99999999999 99999999999 999999 V

Figure 23 .- Sample card setup of column heading section
for seven parameters

/------------ -^/ 100 o ^T"^ Nt
/ ------------------------------------\

/ i’l’l’l^: I:1:!’’!!: nT t^’-ls HT 4jf1^ HT Ic-’y ft’TT7? \

/ ----LIHIT ’-::’---^TT";---vz ? \v \---nr--\

OOOOOCOOOOOCOO 00 000000 OOOOOCOOHO OOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQ

22232222222222277?7?22???2 ?2???2?222222222222222222 2222??2222222222?222?22 222

2 333333 33

44444444444444 444444444444>i4 444444444444444444444444(44444444444 ’4144 i^4 44444

S 1555555555; 55555555555

t ’
miijn mimmmni immmmmmm 111 n mi nm nmn nmm
I S’l! 18 111111111 111 11 11 111 t ,/

9939S99939999599,9999999S9199919999991.199999)1911 .11)9139999 9999199999 99999 ^IJ^l

Figure 24 .- Sample card setup of column heading section
for four parameters
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PifKKETER M.neER
V; <T 16M NEtSUREO IN VOLTS

FRECLENCV IR ELT CNS CF EtSUREEMS
tl E^C^ REtCISG PERICC

ICtll M hi< 125 1-RS 2’C hS _?CO URS 1\
It .’SCSCO 0 0 ^^n.cccco c o ^\
17.1CCCO 0 ^^17.?CCCC ~\

11 .3CCCO 6 6 8
17.’.CCCO \,

.’C:CO \,
17.tC;CO 1; I’. 13 13 15 \.
17.7CCCO 10 ^^17.CCCCO t 6 \,
17.’;CCCO ’. t ^\
If.CCCCO ~\

le.iccco o o o _> CELL HEADING
le.zccco c /
ie.?ccco o c /’

<tER<Ct t7.5’i7 17.591 17.55’. 17.607 17.579 /
iIC.CEk. C.2C" C.lSSe C.2C11 0.?1C C.1S9C /
SktLlEST SC. 17.1CCC 17.2CCO 17.1CCO 17.200C l7.?COO y^
L(HGES) ^C. 1E.CCCC 16.CCCC 17.9CCfa 16.CCCC 18.CCCC y

FKECLENCV CISIRIELTlChS CF PERCEKT CKNCE VtlUES /^
nfE PEBCENT C^’t^GE US BEEN CiLCLUTEC f0r TfE FIRST TIfE INTERMAL.l /^

CEll 1MTHL 5C hUS 125 hRS~ ?5C ^RS SCO hRS Y
-C.CCCCO 0 C
-’.c .cccco o o o
-2C.CCCCO 0
-;C.CC;CO 0 C 0
-15.CCCCO O O
-IC.CCCCO 0 0 0
-’.CCCCO C 0
-C.CCCCO 33 19 23 40
’.CCCCO 2’. 3’. 17
IC.CCCCO 0 0 0
15.CCCCO C
iC.CCCCO 0
?C .CCCCO C
’.c.cccco c
sc.cccco c c

tVEBtCt -C.CC; C.251 C.C*1 C.3-.C C.lel

’IC.CF^. -C.CCCC C.2S’i8 C.21C5 0.28(6 C.?796

Figure 25 .- Sample output illustrating the use of
cell distribution heading section
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Column
6 10 18 25 30 38 50 62 74

Card #1
CELL INITIAL TP TP TP TP

Card #2
TP TP TP

where TP represents the time periods or time intervals either
expressed in numbers or in code, as in Figures 26 and 27
(Note The number of TP s corresponds exactly to the NRTIME as
defined in the numeric variable section of Section II since the
zero (0) or initial time period is included in the heading al-
ready, INITIAL)

Example #1

Column
6 10 18 25 30 38 50 62 74

Card #1
CELL INITIAL 1000 HRS

Card #2
(blank)

Example #2

Card #1
CELL PRE-TEST POST-TEST

Card #2
(blank)

Example #3

Card #1
CELL INITIAL 50 HRS 125 HRS 250 HRS 500 HRS

Card #2
1000 HRS

FORMATS

This section of the data deck contains exactly two cards
the Input and Output Data Specification Cards The first card
specifies the format of the data cards which contain the actual
parameter readings (see pp. 21 and 56) The second card speci-
fies the format (see p. 56) for the output of the parameter
readings which are shown in the sample output in Figure 28
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/ --------------------"\
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00 00 0000 000 0000000 000’ 30 00000000000000000000000000000000000
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/

Figure 26 .- Sample card set-up of cell distribution
heading section
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/ --re--- ~T? T "\
/ CELL miTlW-’.:- "’TS "TS T4 T5 ^
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E
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a" 313141)

Figure 27 .- Sample card set-up of cell distribution
heading section
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COMPLETE LIST OF UNITS

UNIT TEST VZ 1-- V2 2 IR 1 IR 2

NUMBER CODE AT 16MA AT 40MA AT 12V AT 12V
100 C 25 C

65 5 17. 7CO 17.900 0.662 0.041

66 1 17. 400 17.700 0. 152 0.013

66 2 17. 500 17.600 0. 170 0.012

66 3 17. 500 17.600 0. 175 0.018

6fc 4 17. 500 17. 700 0. 180 0.020
66 5 17. 500 17.700 0. 164 0.014

67 1 17.60C 17.900 0. 237 0.009

"^7 2 17.-700 17.800 0.278 0.010
67 3 1 7. 600 17. 800 0. 257 0 .010
67 4 17. 700 17.900 0. 277 0 .012
67 5 17.600 17.800 0.?76 O.W9

68 1 17. 7CC 18.000 0* 168 0.00%
68 2 17. 700 18.000 0. 194 0.007
68 3 17. 700 17.900 0. 190 0 .007
68 4 17. 800 18.000 0. 213 0.009
66 5 17<700 18.000 0. 201 O.OW

’69 1 17.400 17.700 0.815 0.011
69 2 17. 500 17.600 0. 093 0.012
69 3 17.400 17.600 0.081 0.01 1
69 4 17. 500 17.700 0. 089 0.013
69 5 17.400 17. 700 0.092 0.012

7C 1 17. 800 18.000 0.680 0.037
70 2 1 7. 800 18.000 0.772 0.038
70 3 1 7. 800 17.900 0. 683 0.037
70 4 17.900 18. 200 0.745 0 .044
70 5 17. 800 18,000 ^ 0. 718 0,032

Figure 28 Sample output illustrating the output format
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Parameter Readings

The fifth section of the data deck contains the actual
parameter readings

The following rules must be adhered to when preparing this
section:

(1) On each data card, the test code, unit number, and
parameter readings must appear in the following sequence:

Test Code, Unit Number, Parameter Readings

(2) No alphabetic characters are permitted in the columns
allotted to the parameter readings

(3) Parameter readings which contain exponents must have
the exponent value located in the column (s) immediately follow-
ing the columns allotted for each parameter.

(4) Parameter readings which do not contain exponents must
be separated by leaving a blank column after each reading

(5) The data cards which contain the parameter readings
must be collated sequentially according to the unit numbers
starting with the lowest unit number.

(6) Readings for each unit number must be arranged accord-
ing to the sequence of the time periods
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V. APPLICATION

There are many instances in the course of quality control
and reliability activities when a simple listing of parameter
readings is sufficient (the parameters may or may not be checked
to specification limits) instead of a detailed analysis. For
this purpose the variable ILIST is used.

With each and every output of CARDA, Figures 1, 5 and 6 are

always given If no descriptive data are required in Figure 1,
then 15 blank cards are used as input

The failure rate portion of Figure 6 is an option and is
obtained by using ICONF along with the variable TIME Failure
rates are calculated for life tests only.

The various confidence limits presented are for informational
purposes and seem to represent the most common ones requested.
Data for up to eight time periods can be analyzed. As can be
deduced from Figure 6 the time intervals in the life test do not
have to be equally spaced

A histogram similar to the one in Figure 3 can be obtained
by using the variable IHISTO in conjunction with the variable
CELL. The cell limits must be provided by the user. The maximum
number of X s that will be printed, out for any one cell is 74
However, the accumulative number of units/cell values will be
correct. Histograms have numerous applications in the field of

data analysis and the ability to vary the cell limits is a

highly desirable feature of CARDA.

The variable NRTIME along with the variable CELL was used to
produce the frequency distributions of measurements at each
reading period shown in Figure 4 Although this figure refers to

a time sequence CARDA can be used to display a sequence of "lots",
time manufacturing operations environmental tests etc It
also has use as a variable control chart.

The variable CHANGE is used in conjunction with the variables
NRTIME and CELL to produce the frequency distributions of percent
change values that are also shown in Figure 4 The percent change
values are calculated from the first sequence interval, unless
the variable IPCT is used, then it is calculated from the previous
interval The method of calculation depends upon the user s

preference. If CHANGE is not specified, then the percent changes
will not be calculated and no such distributions given.

NACEPT should equal the required acceptance number as indi-

cated in Figure 6 An acceptance number of zero is understood
unless a value is specified. In a sequential test, CARDA always
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separates the initial (which is usually the pre-test measurement)
rejects from the subsequent rejects as indicated in Figure 6

The variables DELTA, PCT, XLOWER, XUPPER, YLOWER, and YUPPER
are specification limits. If a unit must be beyond both a maxi-
mum deviation and a percent change limit, IFAIL should be used.
IFAIL allows for the case when the percent change of a parameter
might be large from one reading period to another but the actual
amount of change relatively insignificant.

Reed

The variable REED can be used in the special case where the
input data is in a coded form. It allows the user to write his
own input subroutine and insert it into CARDA. Figure 29 shows
the fixed statements that must be included in the subroutine
The decoded test data must be transferred to CARDA by means of
the Y (I J) array, where I is equal to NRTIME and J is equal
to NOPARA. The variables UN and TESTY are the FORTRAN names
referring to the unit number and test codes respectively.

Scale

The variable SCALE can be used in conjunction with parameter
measurement exponents to shift the decimal point For example,
a measurement of .003 may be punched on a data tabulating as 33,
where the underlined or second 3 is the negative exponent. If
SCALE were set to 3 for this particular parameter, the printed
computer output would be a 3 instead of 003 This would save
printed output space With the same scale setting a value of:

030 recorded as 32_ would print out as 30
3 recorded as 31 would print out as 300

3 .0 recorded as 3Q_ would print out as 3000
00003 recorded as 34 would print out as 3
000003 recorded as 35 would print out as 03
0000003 recorded as 3"6_ would print out as 003

Error Messages

Most EDP installations have built-in machine and programming
checks to monitor the computer input for invalid data. For
example when a letter appears in a card column that had been
specified for a number, it is common practice to abort the pro-
gram. Why process mispunched data? Likewise CARDA has its own
checking scheme that safeguards against some of the more common
data recording and processing errors it encounters.
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SUBROUTINE RED3 (NOPARANTIMEY,TESTYUNFMT2
DIMENSION Y( 8 8 ,UN 8) ,TESTY( 8 FMT2(20)

DIMENSION f .
SECTION ..
FOR USER . ..
SUPPLIED
VARIABLES

^ DO 50 J=1 NTIME
READ( 9FMT2 TESTY< J) UN( J I"1 NOPARA )

^

BODY OF . ..
USER

SUPPLIED \ ...
INPUT SUB- .
ROUTINE .

Y( I J
50 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

Figure 29 Fixed statements in a user-supplied input
subroutine
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Initial Readings

In any given sequence of tests, the initial reading of a
parameter cannot be zero. If it is then the unit will be removed
from the report and the following error message printed.

Unit No XXXXX Is Not Included In This Report

Data Cards

In any given sequence of tests a data card for each unit at
every time interval must be included in the input data deck, or
else either of the following error messages might be printed.

Card Goof

or

Check Input Data for Illegal Card Procedure

Devices that contain zeros for parameter measurements are
counted as failures. This is done to include catastrophic
failures in the reject count and to -assure that all devices are
measured during the course of a test

Parameter Reading Data Cards

It is a common procedure at some test installations to remove
devices that are found to be outside specification limits at the
particular test interval or sequence when the failure was detected.
Consequently, some devices that start a particular sequence of
tests may not complete all the tests because they were classified
as failures during the sequence and others may not complete a
sequence of tests because they were misplaced or lost. In such
cases tabulating cards for the missing portion of the test
sequence containing at least the test code and device unit number
must be inserted at their appropriate location in the Input Data
Deck.

Every device that starts a series of tests must have a data
card corresponding to each test in the series The parameter
readings may be blank but the test code and unit number must be
present

In the Input Data Deck, the parameter reading data cards are
arranged by test code within unit number starting with the lowest
unit number and the first test code.
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Format Specifications

An introduction as to how to prepare the Input Data Speci-
fication Card was described in Section II The Output Data
Specification Card is prepared in a similar manner except that

the field width in the "F" format must be made large enough to
include a decimal point and plus sign (which is always understood
for positive numbers) For example the number

99 99

might appear on a data card in four columns as

9999

and be specified on the input format specification card as

F4 2

To print out the same number

99 99

the "F" format would have to appear on the output format speci-
fication card as

F6 2

to include printing- columns for the sign 4 digits and decimal
point.

The test code precedes the unit number on the input data

card, but the unit number precedes the test code for printed
output. This must be reflected on the Input and Output Data

Specification Cards

Test Codes

If test codes are composed of alphanumeric characters then

the "A" format must be specified on the input and output format

specification cards The "A" format consists of the letter A

followed by the number of card columns on the data card or printed
columns required to describe the test code. For example, test
codes such as

Tl would be specified as A2
T13 would be specified as A3

G191 would be specified as A4
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The "A" format cannot contain more than four characters.
Since in any test sequence there cannot be more than eight test-
ing intervals the numbers one to eight specified by the "F"
format are recommended for use in CARDA.

Unit Number

CARDA will accept any number of devices The unit number
should be specified in the "F" format.

Automatic Collating

The emphasis thus far concerning the arrangement of the test
measurement input data cards obtained from sequential testing has
stressed the fact that they should be collated sequentially by
test code within unit number as the output in Figure 2 indicates.
However, in the more general type of component environmental and
life testing data is not collected in this required manner.
Usually, in the course of a given series of tests the data is
collected by test code. All the data from test code No. 1 is
collected before the data from test code No. 2 and all the data
from test code No. 3 is collected before the data from test code
No. 4 etc Thus at the conclusion of a given sequence of tests
there may be several groups of data, each crroup relating to a
particular test code

Such data must be collated according to the procedures
previously described. This can be accomplished either manually,
or automatically by the use of a collator. Because both of these
procedures are susceptible to certain errors extreme care must
be taken. Errors most frequently arise when rejects have occured
and the data cards for the rejects have either not been completely
filled out, or they have been removed, and appropriate cards have
not been replaced in the data deck Sometimes when tests are
temporarily interrupted, duplicate data cards inadvertantly
become produced for the device that was being tested at the time
of the interruption This is especially true in the case where
automatic data-logging equipment is being used to record the
test measurements.

To aid in the proper arrangement of the test measurement
data cards a sort and merger routine was especially designed
for CARDA. This collating procedure was given the variable
name COLATE spelled with one "L". It can be used by assigning
the value one to the variable, e.g.

COLATE 1,
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and placing it in the specification section, (SPEC) of the input
data deck.

By using COLATE, the test measurement data cards can be

inputed in any arrangement. For example, they could be arranged
by groups according to test codes as is the most natural way of
conducting tests or they could be intermingled in some random
manner. Of course this sort and merge routine requires computer
time and the more closely the data is arranged according to the

proper sequence the less computer time will be required.

In addition to arranging cards this routine will check to

make sure that each device tested has the proper amount of data
cards If test cards are missing for various test codes then

these missing cards will be simulated with the proper unit number

and test code However, all the test measurements corresponding
to the simulated card (s) will be assigned the value (s) of zero

For example, suppose unit number 10 was tested 4 times during a

life test for parameters A, B, and C and all the measurements
had the value of 8 then the output listing might appear as

follows

Unit Number Test Code A B C

10 1 8. 8 8.

10 2 8 8 8
10 3 8 8 8.
10 4 8 8 8

However, if data cards for test codes 2 and 3 were missing
and COLATE were being used, then the output listing would appear
as follows

Unit Number Test Code A B C

10 1. 8 8 8

10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 4 8 8. 8

Data cards for test codes 2 and 3 would have been simulated. In

addition, if a lower specification limit of greater than zero,
but less than 8 had been specified, the unit would have also been

labeled and counted as a reject. COLATE should never be used as

a substitute for the data handling and screening procedures
previously mentioned. It should be considered as a safeguard
feature and used accordingly.
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The restrictions on the use of COLATE are as follows:

(1) Test Codes must be numbered from 1 to 8 The "F"
format must be used on the Input and Output Data Specification
Card.

(2) All the data cards for test code number 1 must be
present, or else erroneous calculations will occur.

(3) COLATE cannot be used to check or arrange more than
10 ,000 data cards

Data Storage and Retrieval

Some of the more common media used for the storage of test
data are paper tape magnetic tape, discs, drums tabulating
cards printed material, and microfilm. The selection of one or
more types of media will depend upon the quantity of data to be
stored, and the number of times it is to be retrieved for usage.
In certain cases one printed report might be sufficient with
the data cards stored for a certain period of time and then
destroyed. When large quantities of data are to be considered
for storage, frequent retrieval, and distribution of results,
then either discs or magnetic tapes combined with microfilm
might provide an efficient and economical solution.

Third-generation computer hardware can be easily configured
with high-speed printing plotting peripheral equipment to produce
a very versatile system. In such a configuration, the output of
CARDA can be either in the standard printed format or on photo-
graphic paper which is excellent for reproduction At the same
time either 35mm or 16mm microfilm slides are easily obtainable
for data storage An example of output from high-speed printing
and plotting equipment is shown in Figures 30 and 31 These
figures indicate the actual size of the printed output.

Hardware Facilities

General purpose computers are usually classified as small,
medium, or large depending upon their speed and core storage
size Greater flexibility in the programming language is obtained
by a progression from the smaller to the larger types of computers.
This is especially true in FORTRAN, the language in which CARDA
is written. Therefore, there is a trade-off between machine cost
(or rental) and programming costs. Consideration of these factors
resulted in the selection of a large-scale computer system for
the development of CARDA on which programming and operating costs
could be minimized. CARDA requires approximately 500 000 core
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COWLCTt LIST OF UNITS

TEST WIT fSCI IFN IFN IPOL
COCE NUMBER

23 3. 3.905 120.300 119.500 291.500
2S 4. 4.113 120.100 119.300 291.200
21 5. 4.120 120.100 119.300 291.00

2C 1. 4.Q52 99.HO 1Q0.2QO 241.200
2e 2. 4.055 99.250 100.300 241.700
2C 3. 3.834 99.300 100.400 241.600
2C 4. 4.054 99.160 100.200 241.300
2C 5. 4.055 99.170 100.200 241.600

27 1. 4.127 97.970 98.590 238.700
27 2. 4.130 98.040 104.500 248.500
27 3. 3.900 97.980 98.620 238.700
27 4. 4.130 97.950 98.550 238.700
27 5. 4.132 97.970 98.580 238.900

28 1. 4.024 103.900 103.500 252.000
28 2. 4.025 103.900 103.500 252.400
28 3. 3.805 104.000 103.600 252.400
28 4. 4.025 103.900 103.500 252.100
Z8 5. 4.024 103.800 103.500 252.300

30 I. 3.974 97.980 99.180 238.200
30 2. 3.974 98.020 99.210 238.400
30 3. 3.753 98.010 99.220 238.300
30 4. 3.972 97.930 99.120 238.100
30 5. 3.973 97.950 99.120 238.400

31 I. 3.381 77.380 77.090 186.500

31 2. 3.283 77.480 77.200 187.000

31 3. 3.117 77.470 77.180 186.700

THE ABOVE WIT IS A FAILURE OH PARAMETER NUMBER
31 4. 3.318 77.370 77.070 186.600

31 5. 3.295 77.390 77.110 186.800

Figure 30 .- Printed output on photo paper (actual size)
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PARAHETCK NUMBCK
rSCKPIN 14 AT 4.1V) MCASUMCO IN MILLI-AMPt

FKEaUENC-f 015TK1BUTICWS OP MEASUREMENTS
AT EACH REAOIN6 PERIOD

CELL INITIAL 100HRS 300HRS 1QOOHRS 2000HRS

3.10000 0 0 Q 0 0

3.10000 0 0 0 0 0

3.30000 0 0 2 0 0
3.oaoo 0 0 2 0 0
3.SOQOO 0 2 0
3.OOQO 4 3 3 4

3.TOOQQ 0

3.80000 4 S 13 4 4

3.90000 B 7 18 8 8

4.00000 12 II 3 10 10

4.10000 14 14 14 14
4.20000 7 6 0 T 7

4.30000 0 0 0 0 0

4.40000 0

4.50000 0 0 0 0 0

A’^RABE 3.948 3.934 3.724 3.941 3.942

STC.CCV. 0.1718 0.1803 0.1757 0.1799 0.1748

SMALLEST NO. 3.5540 3.4710 3.2490 3.4740 3.5280

LAR6CST N0. 4.3170 4.3150 4.0730 4.3160 4.3170

FREaUENCY 01STOIBUTIONS OF PERCENT CHANGE VALUES

(THE PERCENT CHANtE HAS BEEN CALCULATED FROM THE FIRST TIME INTERVAL.)

CELL INITIAL 100HRS 500HRS 10QOHRS 2000HRS

-1000.00000 0 0 0 0
-750.00000 0 0 0 0

-aoo.ooooo o o o o
-200.00000 0 0 0 0

-100.00000 0 0 0 0
-50.00000 0 0 0 0

-10.00000 0 0 0 0
-0.0 37 49 38 41

10.00000 12 0 11 8
50.00000 0 0 0 0

100.00000 0 0 0 0
0.00000 0 0 0 0
500.00000 0 0 0 0
750.00000 0 0 0 0
1000.00000 0 0 0 0

ACRAC 0.0 -0.373 -1.701 -O.H3 -0.108

TO.OC. 0.0 O.7fl 0.80*4 0.8110 0.404)

Figure 31. Printed output on photo paper (actual size)
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storage locations thereby placing it in the large-scale computer
category. It was developed on an IBM-360 Model-75 computer. A
typical configuration with various peripheral equipment is shown

in Figure 32

The Stromberg-Carlson SC-4020 high-speed printer/plotter
shown in Figure 33 is the type of peripheral equipment that is

used in data reduction activities for the purpose of producing
microfilm. This equipment is capable of printing 7000 lines per
minute One page of computer output can be put on one microfilm
frame or slide at the commercial price of 5 cents thus making
it one of the most economical data reduction systems available.

A computer controlled integrated circuit tester that can be

easily adapted for either card or tape data logging is shown in

Figure 34 For economical high-speed volume testing and data

logging, such systems are far more reliable than hand testing
and recording procedures In many cases the CARDA program
provides the interface for a computer-to-computer operation,
that is from the computer that controls the integrated circuit
tester to the general purpose computer that reduces the test data.

With the advent of real-time testing and remote control
terminals the CARDA program could be integrated into an overall
testing scheme that could attain the full potential that the

subject of Computer-Aided Reliability Data Analysis offers.

Operational System Concepts

As stated in Section II the CARDA program has been presented
in the batch processing mode; that is the program and all required
information and data described herein are inputted to the computer
in one batch or at the same time Initially, in trying to estab-

lish computer-aided reliability data analysis procedures this
is quite necessary. However, as one becomes proficient in the

art and gains experience on third-generation equipment, the idea

of operating continuously and under all circumstances in the
batch processing mode is not very appealing

In some circumstances for example, when repetitive data

from various lots of material are to be analyzed, the specifica-
tions test conditions and source may remain the same. In other
words the Input Data Deck, as explained in Section IV, virtually
becomes static and the only required change might be that of lot

number and date code then the process of submitting the entire
Input Data Deck for each analysis might seem to be a cumbersome

procedure in light of third-generation hardware capabilities.
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Figure 32.- The IBM 360/75 system 

Figure 33.- The SC-4020 high-speed printer/plotter 
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Another example of what might become an inefficient pro-
cedure is the shipment of data cards for analysis when a data
tape might be more easily and simply prepared. Therefore to
take CARDA out of the batch processing mode and to eliminate some
of what might appear at various times to be awkward procedures
three interface programs: TEST, L0AD, and LIB can be combined
with CARDA for operation in a "system" mode.

The interface programs TEST and L0AD, provide access to
CARDA from remote locations They pre-screen the test data,
provide preliminary reports and load the data on tapes for ship-
ment to the EDP installation that operates the CARDA program.

There are many ways in which a CARDA system can be con-
figured. The following is a general procedure which can be easily
modified to the user s particular needs

(a) An installation issues a testing specification to a
commercial testing or manufacturing facility.

(b) The tester records the measurements and sends them
to a predetermined EDP installation.

(c) The EDP installation uses the TEST program to screen
the data and the L0AD program to prepare the tape for
shipment to the installation that operates CARDA.

(d) CARDA processes the tape and the results are sent to
the appropriate installation for disposition.

Parameter specification limits which are used to indicate
rejects control statements that are used to designate various
data analysis functions and histogram cell limits can be stored
in the CARDA specification Library called, LIB, which is attached
to the CARDA program. LIB provides an efficient and economical
procedure for analyzing repeated tests

Figure 35 illustrates the above concepts The components
to be tested are produced by the vendor or source industry. They
are tested at a test facility which could represent the manufac-
turer’ s quality control or reliability group, a commercial testing
agency, or the user’ s own facilities The output data (usually
tabulating cards) are sent to an EDP facility for preliminary
analysis and screening. This is accomplished by the computer
program TEST which is given in Appendix A. The setup procedures
for TEST are identical to those of CARDA, so that it can be used
to check CARDA’ s Input Data Deck Card Setup. In addition, TEST
provides a listing of the parameter measurements and checks for
rejects. Figures 1, 2 and 5 show the types of data that are
found in an output from TEST. This program is used as a primer
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for CARDA and assures that data accepted by it will also be ac-
cepted by CARDA. The EDP installation could be that of a com-
mercial service bureau, the tester, vendor, or user.

The L0AD program is an optional program that is used to
load the test data onto magnetic tape for shipment to the CARDA
EDP installations It is easier from a packaging and handling
standpoint to ship tapes rather than cards The EDP installation
that operates CARDA analyzes the test data in accordance with the
appropriate CARDA procedures The output can be a printed,
photocopied, or a microfilm report. Distribution of the report
is in accordance with the user’ s objectives; however, it is a
good practice to provide a feedback loop to the device source or
tester.

The program LIB is a file maintenance program used to pre-
pare a specification library containing Input Data Decks employed
for repetitive data analysis

Therefore by pre-screening the data, providing for better
handling procedures and reducing clerical operators involved in
program setup procedures TEST, L0AD, and LIB can provide a more
efficient CARDA system operation-

Future Developments

The possible areas where future development of CARDA might
be directed are as follows

(a) Expanding the number of parameters

(b) Providing for data storage and management

(c) Adding curve fitting techniques

In certain quality control applications the need to handle
100 parameters is apparent. For example the Final Test station
for many microelectronic devices requires the checking of parame-
ters close to that number and is growing all the time During
the course of certain types of sequential testing, it would be
desirable to have the data from the various test intervals actu-
ally put in a storage file for future collating rather than col-
lating data cards after each test interval as is presently
required. With respect to repetitive-type testing, it might be
desirable to accumulate certain information. For example, where
several lots of the same type device are to be life-tested, it
might be desirable to keep a running account of the number of
hours accumulated and the failure rate statistic This could be
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accomplished by the addition of a data management file Correla-
tion and regression analysis along with distribution "goodness of
fit" testing could be easily added to the existing statistical
routines.

Electronics Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Cambridge, Massachusetts October 1968
125-25-04-91
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APPENDIX

TEST PROGRAM

MTEG_ER_REED__SC/._L =___
REAL IFAIL

__________REAL NDELTA
CS;-ir-.0N UN(6 )"
Car-’;-’,0N ADY1& 8) .CFR(6)_.FR^_8_) ._ _S,-j-YSJ_3_.3_)_^XH^8^._VNYJ_U^A^CR(_8_)__

--^YRCiPN^ei ^.x.rf^r.PEPTc^c) .viiTTs^) .A^LLXI o>3)

C J;-:; 3N CELLS 15 8) i-H,,f;(-i( 15 L’^-^’^Ji1-3 L’^-?’^-!!1-8 L’______--______;.
--^YUlWERl’sr^YTJPPErtfS^PTlTmS’i-"’’"""

CB;-"-i0M PARA120.S) TESTSU(32) Y13.U) .L(0.8) NY1ri)

--------’lPCTY(15.81
C0MM2N PLIMCdOO) ,V(iUDJ_o_) _T_Ij-!E (_B_)_

------C6MM0^--^^-T^(-2^-y,FI:^2(2:) ,F’;T3(21) .Ai.ELXTS’,6)
Ce--;:’i0N T3TAC^_B_)^.^;P_A^( !(_.’)_ T(2_^^) ^V^l^t J. 8

^^^^""sc^ur.iTl^r.ccTji’lT lu") .ScLx.rq.c.) .oELX(.’3)
CB’.’:’;0N TESTY(_8) .XiiU"! 1: .Yl 3.6 ,i\CFRY( 15,3 .YYE(S.a)

CZ;;;-’,3N Li ("8) ,12(8) L3 (ei L^(8) .i!Y5i8
CZMi’’-0N PCT(_8) .DELT^(G) ,CL^E,’ITJ3_)_

-C<:l;-la^i XLi’NEl r32)’".XLI,"’iE2T32) .XLIi’iEDl 32) .XLTNL4’( 32)

C-3r;l’0N EX^"_(8^8^
CO’’i;-’,3N FRT(5) ATAfl520)
CZf-’.^aN SCALE-_( 8_) NZPARA
Cv3Mr-’0N J^Kl-7I ^’’ifI’-E

DI’-iENSI0M NAME(l_e^_
.NA’MELrST 7 SPEC/ r-’ELTA PCT XUPPL^ XL3.’.’L,< YJPPF,-’ .YL’J-/:iLR CWTMT fTt-TE
1SCALE>CELLS.CHANGE.C0LATE
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_____1002 FORMAT(IHll
----1CC3 Fl?R’-lAT 2^’A4)

622_ F_0R^iAT _3^_I 2 )_______
---5’CO-F0RMAT 211

5301 FORMAT 32A4)
----^-206-^0’R^1ArT^^GT34x-.45T^.M^TH^-PE’RCT’^T CHA.-iG^ A’M7;LYS 1’S .:lT^US S rG^S r

32C7 FORMAT 34X .’45HDE\^TE PARAMETE,’; DECRL^SLS /,H L^ PLJS SIGNS
----32u8 F0RMAT 34X.45H3EN0TE PARAMETER IMCRErtSES.

3209 F3RMAT / 3^X ,42H^0^P>JTAT lZ’1S_y^’_,\Z T _1_:^CLU^.:_^EJLCTED_ _Ui"^_11SJ
’9’90 ’r TaRMAT("I (TlT40X’72HC0^PL ETE L ST ^: F~ U 1’^ T S / /

1625 F0RMAJ(jqX^_7HTjHE_Anj)VE_UNIT_I;a _^_FAI_LUR_^ _:;.<_ PA_^:.i^T_ER ^^’i3ER 2)_
"--^J^TaRMA’Tt’lHr.^’OX’.^l-IPARAI-’ETE.-i’ ^L’.’.^ER^’I 2

50L’4 FERr/iAT(lHO,17X.39HFREQUENCY D STR 3L’T fc-iNS OF :.’liASURL’.lENTS
----3C07 F0RMAT (1H 23X.22HAT EACH REA’JI’IG PL^UL;.//

301C_ F_0R|^1AT ilH_’_8X_.^U._5^6_X_I4.^(^,J4_)^
~~~’^790 F0R;-’AT (/BX’.VHAVERAGE -7X9(F10.3 .2X

_7_L78 ^’B’t"1" (-e (_F 3 0 JJ-’-0 L’-
4791 FiRMAT(/SXVcHSTD.DE". 7X9(F1C.4.2X1
2974 FSRI-’ATt / 6X 2HS: IALLEST .MJ..3X.91F10.4.2X)

-----1974 h-’K’.IATt/SX.llHLARGEST N;’. .4X 9 Fl J .4 ,2X //

3011 F0RMAT lHC,17X4cHFREQUENCY D 5TR .iUT Z!:j KF PERCE.’-IT CHA.’.Gc VALUES
-IT-

3-120 FCRr’ATllH X Fl 5 EX 7 4 ^X
’---TO?!- F?w^^^TF^^/7/7.^.^-.z4TTL-[ST-.T-p^^l:^7,^~^;;^-LT:rI^s-7.7r

!&:’ ’3 FSRf/ATt 15 .15 (F 3.;’- II
4-----3’.’23 r^R.’.’AT 1HC1-’X. 16HP/,RA’-’ETE:-; .’iLr-SER I2)

3076 FOR.’/AT 11-i^.lLX >21Hr’ITIAL IjPPE;-; L1:’1T =,5X.Fl5.31
’---^T^F^’^riTH-n^.n^r^TTT/^^^TTR’TI-T^^-.TX^Flo.?)--

3C36 Ff-RVAT IHi >lc’X lcHP?ST LPPL.< ^1"1T =’_^X_>_Fj_^_3_>__
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-C4.- F.1Rt--AT(lHCl?X.irMP?3T LZ’.-’EI-; Ll-lIT =,ilXF16.3)
3C44 F,;K:.’AT( 1HI. EX ZinA" S/’L’jT; CH,,:’!-)C L ’I T =3X,ri6.3)

1;’56 Ft-’.-t.’.’AT 15F’: .0)
-~-^o^t^^c7^.^T^^Hc,2?x^4’t;^-^’7^i-LT-rTs-^^7’vt^.^E7.-sprcT^I^T) F^FTTi-ns w^v.fE’lTR’

"""yc^^r^i.viTtTr^viTx’.^w^^cr^’CT^i^^n^n’^’.’^xrFr^sn""""""""
2^3’:’ FCRf-’ATI 1H1 33X13HREJECT T3TALS)

2031 F.’’F;"AT(lH0.17X.F5.Z5X3Chi-iEJECTEL:’ L’:’!ITS AT INITIAL HSU.",)

2032 F-^YATt IHC 17X .F5 .2 5X 26HREJECTED UNITS DURING TEST)

---?C?3-F.’.R.^,r(^H^7l^X-,F7^3-.^X^^RPTI^E^T^^rJECT7^T-T7^^7^-^^3uRT------
2034 F:’i-!;.’AT(lHC’.15X.F7.3.4X.27HPcRCEMT REJECTS ^URL-IG JE_S^)_

----^^-FL^^^Ar(THC^^.^6-HTCTXL-SA::;PLE-SI2d=,2X^6,13x>l"^HACCPT7^^CE-r7.;.i=,T
15)

9313 F.;Sy.AT(////35X22HTHlS TEST WAS ACCEPTED)

9^3^9_ F^’irtL(Z^/-3^^^^^ls_T^^T_’lA^^yi_’:-T;:D-L_
""^T^F^^nT^Ti^x’.FTl.^^’x.PSAi.exti^i.-x.T^.ir

322 F;:K-AT( 3I2.6I1F1.CII Fl .0 Fl._u_^I_5^__
’"""Fl’"!" F’.’^-^T’lTHT ,~WX^Ci^7^’.^sT7~bR7^}~~~~~

212 FJI-’.’-ATI lHul^Xl’:HL;PPEK CELL 6 IX 12HACC’J:1ULATI VE 4X .___________________________
1121-.ACCU,’-’ULATIVE

21_37_ F;’y^AL(i3J<5^U^I_[_SZX^9H^UJ^DER.^Fjd_X^l^HP^[<CLi’l_rA?t_)__
2138 F’J.-WATI 105X.llHUf.;ITS/ C.ELL6X6H/ CLLL)

3.212.. FCR;1AT (//_/)
18391 F.;,^f.;AT( 3Z^X>^C’A4)

7136 FcK:/,AT( 8F9.4)
5267 F2KMAT(2CA4/2L;A^1

___7777 _Ft;?i:-lrtT_( 8(_F5.C.I3)
17029 F^RMATI 1H >lJxI59XA3.^X.8(FU.3>2X)

___20’t7_ FQRMAT (J,X_. 1_8-HC_A;<^_GC^F UT; T_ iVJ^.J 5_)
13C60 FCRI:AT( 1H0.19X >2C/,’)
C
C PR2GRAM STARTS 5

_____F.IJ\lAL_=_y_,0. __^_

HOT NTR=0

3 NC^=b~~~
C0LATE=0
NW=0

______ie_rAc.LU=p_
If.F=0

,,______ YNX ^0_
VNUM=0
N0PARA=0
NRTI;.;E=0

’-1A^EPL=
ILIST=0
1.H1STE)=0
IPCT=0
IFAIL=0
IC2DF=0__

-^-^GP_l=l,b
XH1 )=0.-1

’- -____’1Y5-’_IL=J
PLI;-1C( )=0

-_S.C2UtiT.(J)=0
C3UNT( )=0

___XUPPc;"i(_I )=.._..J
XL2/;ER( .0

_’__ YUPPLKl L)=-0
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T-TM^TY 0
______CURE^)U-I.)-=C-^C

PCT! 1=0.0
______.aE-LIA-LU-=a-<-u_-_-------

SCALE! )=0.0
___________1_1M< Ij =Q;Cj

NY( 1=0
___.3-^^ca^n-it<UE--

D3 15020 I=l 6

NCFRY(JI =0
_________CELLS U .1 1=0,1,’

CHANGE!J.I =0.0
___l-5-a2Q_aiNUNU_-----------------

Ki7=0
____-_X-R=i-.----------------------

LL=0
__________YR=0

CTR=27.
______JM^Q_______-_--_----_-

FAIL=0
___.__UR1I_(^JQ-02.!____-

2839 CCNTINUE
987fi5 FgRJ-;AT I 7 FJ^-Q 1 S.A^

READ(9,98765) NJBt;, F NHL MAi’lE =1 .18
_IF_LNjaa)_ L7-15_ US-S-t i-7^5_

1753 C2.NTINUE
______I12_UiA-J=.Lti5______

READ; 5.1003 ATAt-J ’’. ’’’=1 ’20
_________1’JRITE16.18C60> .jATAl J.r.l M=1 .20i

1754 C0NTINUE
__1Z5A_CNU-NU

190A3 REAS( 5SPEC)
______Q:.J-L_MJ-C^LL_

D0 1637 1=1 N0PAI-;A

___________READ1 -5.1003) P^RAl J.^11 J=1 2Qi
1637 C0NTINUE

__-L-2-C^]_Ahn_[MJ________---_---------------

190 5 7 READ! 5.52671 (XLIMEKJ) J=1 .32
_La-CL5- -KEA D-(-5L ^ Z6-2-U. XL-L’i> 2-1^LJ=-^-32J
19059 REA5( 5,5267) (XLINE3 1J) J=1 ,32

qn^n RFA.-lt P.. g, 7 671 (XI If;F^(Jl .J=l .^?l

19061 READ(55267) (TESTSQ( .I=1 32
__-J. 906^ READ- ^-...LOJ^Ut-FM.T-^UJ-.-l^+^^.J------------------------

19065 READ( 5.1L,03> (Ff-iT3 I =1*20)
___j.^.5^_r^^X4X^E--------------------------------------

IF 1NJ0B) 3667.4321,3867
_____3S67 C.KNTT.MIF

READ19,98765) N^Bt; (FINAL (N^iE I=1 ,18)

_9.75_-E.yS.’^AJ-U. 7_.l_iQ^l.ttA4J___
4321 CONTINUE

LF_LWEU:AJ A-0^2_ M-G.LJ 4_0^.2_
4082 WRITE 5.3206)

_________i-jRI TF X 6 .3 ? 0 7
’.;RITE(6,32C

___^_0.]_,iLRlUI^>_i.l2^_9J__
l’;MTE(6 .3212

___1U-1_C.^U^_____
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J=l
C_____

--CULTX-F^K RhAp- LSI --S.IAJ ELiMS- ______AQ____
c

_&.U-L0_(Ji27.L.3LCZi2Q-D^J_t-RED_

20J3 C,LL KED3 NiiPARA .NUT I;-IL .Y TESTY .UN FMT 2
0,; TB 7313

C
___3271 _C0NT_INU_

7314 CONTINUE
___?3J-S-_i?M.Tj[Ny.

OK, 5000 J=l .NTII-’.E
REAU15.FHT2) TESTY(J) UN(J) (Y(I>) ,m J)1-1>N2PARA1________________________
IF(UN(J) 5000.73135000

---5oco_c_eNL!NU_
G0 TO 7313

___5107._Cl3NUNU._
DB 30 J=1NTIME
READ(5FMT2) TESTY!J) .UN(J) (Y( I,J) L(I,J) I-l,NgPARA)__________________________
IF(UN(J) )30,7313.30

-----3.0-0^11 tlU-E;
C----------C UNIT COUNT CHECK FBR PERCENTAGE 70
C
7313 00 89999 J1 ,NRTIME

------Ny-b-^^NCJl^
89999 C0NTINUE
Z’tl4- cwUM.UE

IF (NY(l 4C96,314096
4096 CONTINUE

IF1NRTIME.E0.1 Gfc T0 32
-4CL37_C.0-N1_I-NU

00 33 I=2NRTIME
______I_F_LNYll_L-N^J-l_l3.2_3j^2

32 WRITE (62047) NY(I

IL=1
G0 T0 1111

,i_____33_C0N1_IN.UE
C REOUCE EXPONENTS 80

n___C_
3362 NTRNTR+1

G0 T0 (14016140l414016) REED
14014 D0 11013 J’1NRTIME
3.a3.2_i20_U013._l l-t.l^PARA.

4 Y( J)=Y( IJ)10.(SCALE(I >-L(I,J)
.__ _1_1_0_1 a-C.0NUNIJE

C
C
C CHECK INITIAL READINGS F0R ZER0.____
14016 C0NTINUE

,______D0_140r7_J=l^NRT_IME_________
D0 14017 I=1,N0PARA

IF(Y(IJ1 )14.1914C17l4019_______
14019 IFICURENTI )14018.140171401b

’---l^i-s-LfJ-’JL^-Lcy’iE.N’L’ L’-*-io.**.xHn^)_/Y_i^.j^_
14017 C0NTINUE

___742U._C0NT_INU._____
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---------pa 5317 I=i,;."gPAP.A
IF(Y( 1,1) 15317.5311.5317

___5-3-LmRlT-L6-t-5-3.1-ZJ-My-UJ-Ll___-
5312 FBRMATI10X.8HUNIT N0.IXI 51X.34HHAS NO INITIAL RtAOING FCR PAR.N

______lfl-^.L3-L-
NTR=NTR-1

___________1C17=K17.1-1
NY5(K17)=NY(1)

______.Tfi=XRAl-.^__--------------------------------

IFlNCT-llllll,7420.31
___5-3JL7-CflN.TJhlU.__------------------------------------------

C
f________________

C CHECK INITIAL LIMITS 90
_-___----_------_-------------____------------------------

14015. D0 7021 J=l,NRTI;’iE
__-3-3A3_D.a_Zfl2A_I^L,-K0ARA------------------------------------

IF(J-1100091000810009
IQOOfl 1F<XUPPFR( )373&J.37

37 IF(Y( I,1 )-XUPPER( )383841
_--__38-i-F-(-XL01^R-(-L)-l-35-i&aL3-L3^_----__------__----___----------_

39 IF(Y( I,1 )-XL0WER( )41.63136313
_____4LXR=XB+/-1^---------_-

LL=LL+1
__________FAIL=]

G0 T0 1624
_-_:-_-----

C
_-_C-_-HG^J=jaR_AIA^XREH-L<-EA-LLU&-__ _U3Q-

C
mnno IF( YI 1. 11 i^.fl89l .4a______

43 C0NTINUE

C
____-__-CHEO;-P&&I-rSX-L-LMitS_--_-_________--____---__-_-U.O---

C
____________TFIYIIPPgBf c.n.’il .gn____________.

50 IF(Y( ,1l-YUPPERI I) )51518891
pi IF(YL 131,JERt l’i7.’i3.S2

52 IF(Y( IJ)-YL0WER( )88915353
_--_^3--CBlilI-I-NU_-----------------------------

C
C____________________________________

C CHECK F0R PERCENTAGE AND DELTA CHANGE CALCULATI0N 120__________
^-

IF(CHANGE(151) )905363139053
___^053 IF( lPCT)95fel>956n.9g&1

9560 Kl=l
__________Gg T0 9562____________________________________________

9561 M1=J-1
___.9_W_5LE^Xi]_^^l_atJ)-y{_l_tl^]___

IFISELXI IJ) >549054
____-.’:1_DEJ^X_(L^1)-=SE_LX_( I_J.)_/Y_(J_>M1_)_*:100._

ADELXI ,J)=hbS(DELX( .J)

__________IF1PCT1 II 155.55.B173__________________________________________________________
8173 IFIADELXt J)-PLIMIT( >555555,55S

_-__5-5-5_lF_LIAJj--ltJi.5-y_i.y)________-
556 lf( IFAIL-l. )S89i.691 55

___-^-5-^S^U^Uj.J,! =A^S-t.SJJU-L.^U
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iF’LCLTA! I! ’6-. ;6--5S-2
’;5.’2 IFIASELXI .Jl-DLI-TA )6C 6C G391

3i.’ D.L^L<J)=L

1 6^ CONTINUE
uju_t_&31.3

8091 SCJUNT(J)=SCuUNT(J)+l.

| JJ=J
YR=YR+1.

_L^’_a7 -K^JJ-.j\ai_Iti_____

COUNT (K)=C;;UMT(K)+1.

j ___--5-7_CflNUau
LL=LL+1
T1LL1=TIME(J-11
FAIL=1.

------G-Q-ra^LAZA_
6313 CONTINUE

___7.024_’C0NT_INU.._
C
C
C WRITE OUT COMPLETE LIST SF UHITS .E.AD1 NGS 150

---c--
1624 CONTINUE

--52-" 1-F[CTR-27.) 1_7021_.17C4U. 17040
i7C’4C CONTINUE

1;,’KITE(6 9907)
WRITE(6 53ul) (XLINEl (K) K=l 32)
WRJ.TE16_53i^ll(_XLINE2 (K) ^,=l ,32’l
WI<ITE^6 53^1 XLINE3 (K) K=1 32)

WR_ITt(_6_ 5_3Ul^(_X^INE_4iKJ ,J<^1_,32)

C
C WRITE OUT INPUT DATA 1^0
-c.-

CTR=0
702 1_ C.a^TI ^U

17033 WRIT^.FMT^’l UN J TESTY J Y N ,J .M=l .HOPARA
CTR=CTR+J,.

16L-33 IF( FAILH7022 ,7021 ,1’7022
J 7_022_ W.R_IT_E16_, 1J>2.51 _I_

FAIL=C
LFJJ-NR_TIrli)_52^1_,6627_.6627

5261 LM=J+1
DG 1626 i<=LK.NRTI:-i

16041 WkITE(6.FI-’T3) UN TESTY Y K =1 .NOPAi-iA
^16-043_ C.TR=CTR+1_._
1626 CONTINUE

_CiO _TO_6627.
7021 CONTINUE

__,6627 CONTINUE
WRITE16.5132)

5_U2 FORflAT /
1F(NCT-1 )^11-,742031-

Ul _C^NJ I_NUE
GS TO 111]"

.-^-._-
C END ,F CC’.-.PUTATIO.’.S "FCR -’,’JE U;-lf ~~ILQO---
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__C___,_._aulPU1_^F.-SPC*.-J-U’LL"LS...- -^AQ-

C
____3L.C^T-IliU_

12l3 WRITE (6.3021)

D0 6261 I=li’iaPARA
__URJ.11_t-6t3C23l--L_

WRITE (6.16391 (PARA(J,I J=12J)

__llAZ_Cai_INU
IF1XUPPERI )3C26.3027.3C26

-t.nye, up TF ,.in? XIIPPFR l---------

3C27 IFlXLSh’ERI )303C3031 3030
__axi3a_wfiJ.t-L6-t3X)^-)--xJ-fli-a-(-u_----_--_--------------------------

3C31* IF(YUPPERI )3C;3^3C353C3^
__aa3<^um.T4-6-*-343.iA-L-rLiP-Ea-U-)-----------------------------------

3035 IF(YLOWER1I )30363039303S

-i."?R y;RlTF(A,-;.-i4,-i) yi eu’;Fp( l-------------

3039 IFIDELTAI )3C42.3043.3042

3^142-lilR-LTi6-.3<>-’U. -DELX^ -L)_

3G43 IFIPCTI 13046,3C453046
3-QA5- LJ-=XUPR-( SJ^tXLj^iBJ -L)^tYLr;.IsJ UAYXJHP4-B-(-LL*L^L-tAU-)-+.eCJ-LU-
3445 IF1UJ 3022 3u4c ,;.u22
-i.-^R l..’RTTFIA.-ir;491------------

G3 TS 1973
__2^A6_UR-LTL6-.-3^5."-L -PCJjLLJ_

3022 CCNTINUE
__1AI3_JMJM+/--L^

IFIJI/,-5 18261 ,6262,261
fi7ft7 I.JRTTF (A.3C21 1______________

J;.;=0

__ZAl-^-i&NT-IMJ___--____---------------------------------

3286 CB.MTINUE

C
(-______gUTPIJT aF RFJFrT TfTrtLS______________________ 245

C
_____.XLLlRR=NJE_

PXR=XR/XNTRR-10C.
._____PJ-=-Y-/UX^.Jj’<a-XRl-.L0^1^----------------------------------

WRITE (62C30)
_________’JRITF ff,.7’;>31 1XR___________

WRITE (62C32) YR
.__--_WiUT-(A*2^33.t-Xfi----------------------------------

WRITE (62034) PPL
uAn:4-6-4S-5->-tU"a-^N&C-E-P-I--
IF(NACEPT-LL) 9311.9312,9312

c<31 7 ’JRIT ft. 931 -i

GO T0 5321
.9311_WR1IE_(_6 193.1.9 L
5321 IF(K17)5314,9314.5314

5.314_ WR^TE_(6 i3 2,1 2 L
D0 5316 J=l K17

_________^RITF l^.b^lSl IJY51J1________.

5315 F/.P,1.;AT 7X,HU!,IT Nto IX 5 1 X 3^H S r.2T IfiCLU^l^^ IN THIS RLPKRT)

33_Lb_ C^nU .’iU
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931-ir CSi-.TIi-JUE
75 IF(FINAL)ii634,ll’52,15634

__L&A-3.4_^RJ-T-L6--LC^2-L__________^_________
ST3P
Utu-__-__--__________________
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INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER-AIDED
RELIABILITY DATA ANALYSIS

By Charles R. Toye
Qualifications and Standards Laboratory

Electronics Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Cambridge, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT

This report describes the significant features required for

the collection, coding, and documentation of hi-rel test data.
It also contains a user’ s manual for the CARDA program, a third-
generation computer program designed to fulfill the data reduction,
analysis and presentation requirements found in high-reliability
component specifications
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